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uber, Kn~up, and Schmi~t compete for the Big Chair in Student Council
Keith Missey
Staff Writer

The hunt for the 1997 S mdent Coun-

:il President is almost over. The debales are finished and now it is up to
students to decide who is the best
candidate for the job.
The first candidate for Student
Council President is Alex Huber, a
..mor Computer Science major from
Rex~l1Ill, Idaho . Huber was the Intercultural Relations Assistant Chair this
past term on Smdent Council.
The second candidate is Lucy
Knaup, an Engineering Management
major with an emphasis in Industrial
Engineering. She is a junior from Cape
Girardeau, Missouri. This past term in
Council, she was the Chair of
~e

7
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Alex Huber
Student Council this past term was
Vice President of Internal Affairs.

ALEX HUBER
Huber explained. "My motivation
to run fo; pr~sident is I want to represent the students to the best of my'
ability. I can do the job. I am determined to get things done."
. The main emphasis of Huber's

IonDownoni

Lucy Knaup
make false promises. "I am not going
to make promises I am not 100% sure
I can do. It doesn't do any good for the
office or me. I will work hardest for the
goals that students give me; nol my
own goals."
Having no campaign promises
doesn't hinder his chances Huber believes. "Smdents should look at that
and see that I am there for them, not
myself," he stated. "In politics a lot of

Iono-..nt

Kart Schmitt
times, people make promises they can' t
keep. I think not setting campaign
promises should be a plus, and voters
will respect that."
Huber would like to see technological improvements to the campus
ani classrooms rather ·than the aesthetic renovations being planned by the
school. He added, "This is a practical
school. We need to work on practical
things."

UM-System president to speak at UMR
Andy Tate

Staff Writer

On Monday, March 10, the Leaders for the 21 st Cenmry Lecture Series
will continue with a free public lecture
by Dr. Melvin D. George, the Interim
President of the University of Missouri
System. George's lecture, "Shaping
the Future," will be held in Centennial
Hall and will start at 8 p.m.
George received a B.A. in mathematics from Northwestern University
and a Ph.D. from Princeton. In 1960,
George joined the faculty of the University of Missouri - Columbia as an
assistant professor of mathematics. Six
years later, he was promoted to associate chair of the mathematics departmenL A year after that. George was
named associate dean of the graduate
school. The next year, he left UMC and
went to the University of Nebraska -

Lincoln to serve as the dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences and as a
professor of mathematics.
In 197~, Dr. G~rge came bade to
Missouri as the vice president of academic affairs for the UM System. He
later left Missouri again to become the
president of St. Olaf Colleg~ in
Northfield. Minnesota. In 1994,George
retired as President Emerims from SL
Olaf College.
WhilehewasatSLOlaf,Dr.George
was asked by the Minnesota legislature to head the Regent Candidate
Advisory Council. In this position.
George led in reviewing and re<:ommending candidates for the Boanl of
Regents of the University of Minnesota. After his retirement from SL
Olaf, he became the vice president for
instimtional relations at the University
of Minnesota.
In 1996, Dr. George returned to
Missouri and has been the Interim President for the UM System since Septem-

ber!.

Huber does have several goals in
mind if he does win the election. "My
number one goal is to work with Chancellor Park to keep SL Pat's a good
tradition as long as UMR is around. I
plan to work with Chancellor Park and
then with the students to compromise
about SL Pat's,.and then ensure that the
chancellor sticks with iL"

see candIdates, page 22
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UMR students try for world record paper chain SWE's Egg Drop Contest results
Mat Rogers
Starr Writer

in the Student Recreation Center on
Saturday and Sunday, March I and 2 to
try to make a 40 mile long paper chain.
This event had the added bonus of
raising funds for B'ig BrothersIBig Sis-

UMR could soon be in the record
books after students attempted to make

ters of Rolla.
The group had 24 hours, from noon
Saturday until noon on Sunday, to make

the world's longest paper chain this
past weekend. Sixty students gathered

450,000 links of paper using 530,000
staples. A 40 mile chain would beat the

old record of37.06 miles. To attempt
to get into the Guinness Book of World
Records, only 60 people could work
directly in making the paper chain and
they had to stay for the entire 24 hour
period. Two judges had to be prese!)t at

University music groups offer weekend entertainment
Source

The weekend of March 7 -9 will see
concerts by two of UMR's premiere
musical ensembles. On Friday, March
7, at 8 p.m. the University Symphony
Orchestra presents "A Night with
Ludwig," showcasing the music of
Ludwig van Beethoven. And on Sunday, March 9 at 2 p.m. the UMR Symphony Band presents some of the milestone works of the 20th century featuring Carl Orffs Carmina Burana.

Featured with the USO on their
Friday evening concert will be pianist
Lorie Francis performing Beethoven's
First Piano Concerto. Ms. Francis, a
piano instructor at UMR, is active in
Rolla 8D.d throughout the state as a
soloist, accompanist, adjudicator and
teacher. Also on the concert will be
Beethoven's Coriolanus Overture, op.
62. The University Symphony Orchestra is open to all interested string players and includes UMR students, facUlty and staff as well as members of
several South-Central Missouri communities. Wind and percussion players are selected after competitive auditions each semester.

SWE Source

aU times to oversee the proceedings.
The UMR Section of the Society of
Twelve community members includ- Women Engineers hosted its first ansee Chain, page' 20 nual Egg Drop Contest Wednesday,
February 19 in celebration of National
Engineers Week. Twenty-one tearns
entered this year's competition. A
special thanks goes to Bean Mitchell
and Vice Chancellor Ogrosky for officiating the drop from the TJ towers.
Also a special thanks goes to the School
of Engineering for providing the schol-.

Many companies were at UMR last Wednesday for the Career Fair sposored by the Career
Opportunities Center. There will be another Job Fair on Thursday, March 13 from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. In the Mark Twain Building of the UniVersity of Mlssourl-St. Louis. There Is a
$10 registration fee for this fair.

UMR Music

AJ Mercer

The musical weekend concludes
with the UMR· Symphony Band on
Sunday, March 9 at 2 p.m. The concert
opens with Shostakovich' s The Fire of
Eternal Glory and continues with the
OutdoorOverlUre, an original work for
band by the quintessential American
composer;Aaron Copland. Closing the
concert will be Carl Orff's monumental work, Carmina Burana. This setting, arranged for large wind 'band is
excerpted from Orff s original work for
orchestra and chorus.
Both concerts will be held in Leach
Theater of Castleman Hall and are free
and open to the public. For more
information, call (573) 341-4185.

C?tVVUUk '4,
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The flISt place team was Jeremy
Lane and Ben Rettinger. Their design
survived the drop from the tenth floor
ofTl. They will split the grand prize of
a $1000 scholarship. Bill FenneWald's
egg broke on the fall from the tenth
floor. He wiU receive the second-place
prize of a scholarship for $500.
There was a three-way ti.e for third
and fourth places. Three team's eggs
broke due to.lhe fall from the ninth
floor. Rodger Madry, Jr. will reCeive a
$167 scholarship, as will Jacob Wang.
Rick Prage and Heath Thornberry will
be splitting a $167 scholarship.
We look forward to more partici.
pants and great designs in next year's
second annual SWE Egg DropContest!
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ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNCH SPECIAL
SALAD + SOUP + STEW

$4.95
NIGHTLY SPECIALS:

Dear Stu,

WEDNESDA Y / THURSDA Y (STEAl< NIGHT) ....
FILET MIGNON-8oz.

T-BONE - 16 oz.

$11.95

$9.95

FRIDA Y / SATURDA Y (SEAFOOD NIGHT) ....
CRAB LEG DINNER

STEAK & SEAFOOD

$13.95

$13.95

ALL YOU CAN EAT SEAFOOD
(Limit one serving of crab legs)

$11.95..
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Letters to the Editor
SUB responds to St. Pat's Concert article
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Dear Editor,
I would like to clear a few things up concerning the front page article about the SUB St. Pat's
concert. First, my name is Ashley, not Amanda. Second, the SI. Pat's concert is NOT going the way
of Alice. Alice was removed from the campus for liability reasons, the concert has not been removed.
SUB is currently searching as hard as possible to find a St. Pat's show for the campus to enjoy.
One of the few truly accurate statements made in the article was the quote about a bad tour year.
This year has been a rough one for the entire music industry and especially difficult for us. When we
approach an agency with a single date for a show, it limits the number of bands that we are able to
choose from. Unfortunately, we were unable to secure a band early in the semester due to various
reasons. This is no fault of anyone member of SUB, nor is it a "plan" to help hurt St. Pat's.
SUB traditionally sponsors a St. Pat's show. We have placed many bids and we are still waiting
on a response from the last one. I feel .that Keith Missey made S'UB look bad in the Miner by not
reporting the exact facts and by making it sound like SUB does not care about the concert on campus.
SUB always has the student's best interests in mind in all of the programing we do.
As SUB President, I feel responsible for the image SUB has on campus and I feel that last week's
article was written in a negative light. Every member of SUB fully supports the St. Pat's Committee
and would 'never do anything to h~ the celebration.
I ask each of you to disregard the rumors you have heard and wait for the truth. SUB is doing
everything humanly possible to produce the concert. Just remember, it is not as easy as it looks and
until you have tried it yourself, don't lay blame. Remember, there are always fmaneial considerations
to be made. The budget 'we have to work with does, limit the bands we are able to sponsor. So next
time, remember this before you yell at SUB for not having 311, Metallic .. or Nine Inch Nails.
Please be patient, we are doing everything we can. If you have any suggestions for future events,
please stop by 218 UCW and tell us. Beiter yet, get involved with SUB an<!-Ieam what it is like to
work from our side. Thank you.
Ashley Peifer
SUB President

Does your vote really count?

.j(NIGHT) ....

'l'E-16 oz.
11.95

I NIGHT) ....

!\FOOD

$13.95
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Dear Students,
By now, you 'veprobably gotten the .e-mail ballot for Student Body
President. Many of you may be wondering if your vote will actually
make a difference. Well, look at the facts: last year, the difference
between the top two "andidates was 27 votes. 'This may seeD) like a lot,
but given the fact that 1447 students voted, that works out to be less than
a 1.9% difference. Last year was the second time campus-wide
elections were done, and about 29% of the students voted. The first
time, about 25% of the campus voted. These turnouts are among the
highest in the nation. To make a comparison, the total number of votes
we got last year was just below the total number of votes the recent
Presidential elections at Mizzou yielded.
This year, we would like to see this number increase even further.
We're shooting for 50% turnout! With your help, we can make it! Get
informed about the candidates and vote!! There are posters plastered
up allover campus. Please take ninety seconds to look at them and fmd
out,how eacn candidate stands on the issues and compare that to what
you consic!.er to be the main issues. From there, the process is simple.
You can either vote bye-mail, on the Web, or at the voting table on
campus. It's quick, it's painless, and it's your right... your DUTY, as
a UMR student. Voting ends promptly at 4:30 p.m. this Friday. Vote
now, don't procrastinate!!
Josh Grove
President. UMR Student Council

* $200 - $500 WEEKLY *
Mailing phone cards. No experience necessary.
Formoreinfunnation send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Global Communication,
P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083

~
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__________
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Student Summer Employment
Job Description: Working in a food distribution warehouse, employees will
Produc
weight will range for 10-100 pounds. Employees will be required to use an
electric pallet jack.
Hours:
5pm untill-3am
,varied days scheduled -- Sunday Thru Friday
8-40 Hours pet week -- depending on students availability.
Potential for overtime . .
Call Sue Chrisco at Student Activities Center Office
341-4295 or suew@shuttle.cc.umr.edu

JJe responsible for lifting and stacking product on pallets for delivery.

3 houses For Rent
Within 2 Blocks of Campus

A GOOD BOOK IS A
GOODFRIEND

1 Bed Student housing
2 Bed Student housing
4 Bed Student housing

Rolla Books
1000 S. Bishop
Rolla, MO 65401
(573) 368-4155
South Hwy. 63

364-3015 805 w. 12 St.
Contact Charles Gideon

________ ___________________
~
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'Pizza & Steak House
Now offering a
Breakfast Bar on
Friday-Saturday-Sunday.

For St. Pat's
a special
Irish buffet
on March
14, 15 &16.

.
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The Most
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the Treatment
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, 'j WE WANT YOUR COMMENTS POSITIVE ,
-: ; i OR NEGATIVE SO THAT WE CAN GIVE -. . , ;
Yp~.:~THE BEST PO:~S~BLE SERVICE [jI]

C;C

' ·THE ·PROFESSIONAL·

CPR
can keep your love alive

HAIR
CRAFrERS

JOy SUWVAN. Owner/Stylist
• walk-Ins Welcome
• Student DIscount.
708 N. Bishop S~. 2
(~lloInlrIo. PIua)

o
o

V isit Karl's l'lOmepage at "/7.ttp://www. umr.edu/-ksclwlitt "
E -mail Ka/·I at "ksclllllitt@u mr. edu"
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ROTC students receive SAME scholarships
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Army ROTC
Source

January 26 at the St.. Louis
Engineer's Club, the St. Louis Post of
the Society of American Military Engineers (SAME) awarded its annual
scholarships during its monthlx meeting and luncheon. The competition is
open to all ROTC engineering students
in St. Louis area universities and is
based on academic achievements, extracurricular and community involvement and financial need.
Of this year's 36 applicants, four
scholarships were awarded, Of those,
three went to UMR students. The
UMR winners were as follows: Louis
Bartels, a sophomore Army ROTC cadet majoring in Civil Engineering, received the $1500 Bussen Award;
Steven Beattie, a senior Air Force
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ROTC cadet majoring in Civil Engineering, received a $500 Achievement

ROTC cadet majoring in Mechanical
Engineering, received a $500 Achievement Award. The fma\$500 Achievement Award was given to Melissa
Vick, a sophomore Air Force ROTC
cadet and Electrical Engineering major
from SIU-Edwardsville.
At the meeting, LTC Andrew W.
Semple, a UMR professor of military
r---r=~.-~----

__

the Army ROTC program at UMR. He
stressed the importance of civilian familiarization with the military profession and pointed out the academic rig<irs of UMR. He also noted the OUtstanding leadership training that
ROTC cadets receive and the academic, physical and leadership requirements necessary to receive ROTC
scholarships.

~

photo courteay Army ROTC

Scholarship teclplents COT Melissa Vlck, COT Steven Bea"le,
COT Louis Bartels and COT Anthony Gibbs

AW"M.O"YG;""·~rHI: MIN I:R MUSIC 'RI:VII:W
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Jimbob
Music Reviewer

Sup Peoples! Last week was pretty
happening with all the activities on and
off campus. We had singing by the
members of the St. Pat's Board, our
neighbors having parties and last but
not least, the concerts at the Open
Hand on Friday with. NIL-8/Gretchen
and Saturday with the Smarties with
Glib. I attended both concerts and had
one hell of a good time as did the other
500+ people that showed up for both
shows.
This week is going to be kind of
hectic for many people especially with
St. Pafs around the comer and last
minute tests for that happy half-time
report that the university calls midterm. Well, to prepare for that day as
well as a festival of good times. let's
'Iook on to the reviews.
Jimbob
Sugartooth
The Sounds of Solid
DGC ReCQrds
Performance: 6
Sound Quality: 5
The'Sounds a/Solid is Sugartooth's
second full length release, and is the
follow up to their self-titled album.
The disc was co-produced by the Dust
Brothers who have done work with
anists such as Beck. Filler and the
Beastie Boys. It's obvious though that

ilt
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great producing talent doesn't make up
for musical talent.
A lot of the tracks have poor sound
quality, although I suspect that was
intentional. Marc Hunter, the vocalist,
sounds like he's singing through a
meg3phone which makes it difficult to
understand what he's saying. Not that
it's important because most of the lyrics
don't make sense, or are supposed to
"convey a feeling rather than tell a
specific story."
I'd have to say that "Harajuana" and
"Seven & Seven" are my two favorites
because they don't have lyrics at all.

The hard-edged and sample-riddled
music jUst sort of grooves without an
annoying electrified voice ruining it.
Overall, the music gets boring in
places because the same chords are
over-used, and the singing doesn't help
things either. I'd have to say pass on
this one.
Jason S.
Hot Stove Jimmy
Salute
Jump Up
SKA
Performance: 7
Sound Quality: 7

....________-._______________________________

.n

Hey folks, one ofChicago's greates(
ska bands made way at Rolla's ' own
Open Hand and turned the joint inside
out. The overly zealous drum beats and
upbeat rhythms on guitar with ska can
only get people dancing in ways that
seem silly to some but are the norm to
the ska kingdom. The happy guitar
upswing with the addition of horns,
saxes and bones make you loose control of any limbs you got and start
flailing about.
Now to those that never heard of
HSJ, they must of either chose a life of
seclusion or had tests, either way they

=====

should really check them out. To compare HSJ to just any ska band. would
seem unfair to them unless it was to
reflect a compliment. So, honoring
their coolness, I could only do so with
similarities to the Might Mighty
Bosstones.
Touring for this album could only
be seen as fun when viewing how these
guys perform. Dressed in sharp red and
black bowling jerseys just adds that
cooler aspect to what they do.
The album Salute contains J3
songs but once the CD starts, it seems
like an extended play of maybe three or
four songs. 'f!lere are many cases in
which this would get monotonous and
annoying, but fortunately these guys
really can't lose your attention. The
album mixes it up with quick hard core
guitar intros that get suddenly attacked
with a brass section.
There are multiple songs on this
album that really need to be hyped, but
only a limited amount of paper space to
give credit. So I will make it short with
a quick rundown. First song, "Two
Times Second" - totally jump around
knock your neighbor down awesome.
"Utah," starts out heavy but lightens up
a smidge, cool. "School Clothes," evil
circus music, fun , crazy, light your
hamster on fue ......... wow. Last to be
mention~d, but with no reason, would
be the rendition of that oldie but goodie
"My Girl, "- golla love iL This is a
defmite must-buy if you can find it at
your local music store.
limbob
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A Closer Look: 'Dr. Ann Bra.ta.ch,English 'Depa.rtment
•

Melanie Kostedt

,

Starr Writer

Now here's something that both
engineering and English majors can
enjoy! Thanks to Dr. Ann Bratach,
a new addition to the English department here at UMR, a literature
and science minor will be offered
next semester.
Students will observe how the
novel of the 18th Century, which
began to focus more on the details
of ordinary living, resembled a way
of thinking that the new science of that
era promoted.
Scientists had begun reflecting
upon and recording what many considered to be trivial observations at the
time. These "trivial observations,"
however, often unfolded into scientific
breakth ro ughs.

As a professor at a predominantly
engineering institution, Dr. Bratach
strives to incorporate science-related
literature into all of her courses, including English 20. Since it is importantto herthat each one of her students,
including those in engineering, actively participate in class discussion,

Wortley Montagu. Years ago this British woman had sought to popularize a
small pox inoculation throughout England, but was faced with staunch
opposition from the clergy and the
medicill profession. People were unwilling to endorse her technique; not
only was she a woman, but also because she learned from Turkish
peasant women. Dr. Bratach studies Lady Mary's efforts as well as
the resistance she faced.
Upon grad uation fTOm high
school, Dr. Bratach attend ed
Hofstra University on Long Island
for a year before transferring to the
State University of New York-Purchase to obtain a degree in humanities
with an emphasis in literature. Dr.
Bratach earned her M.A. and Ph.D. in
English at Indiana University.
It wasn't until Dr. Bratach taught
some courses as a graduate student that
the idea of pursuing a career as a professor crossed her mind. She wan ted

"If you can spend a perfectly
useless afternoon in a
perfectly useless manner, you
have learned how to live. "
-- Lin Yutang
she chooses a vanety or readlOg materials that she hopes will retain the
interest of everyone.
Dr. Bratach's research undertaking
is also scientifically-oriented. She is
grateful for the grant provided her by
the Research Board to expand on a
conference paper abo ut Lady Mary

students to leave her class "with a
sense of confidence in their own thinking and also with a sense of openness to
other ways of thinking." Dr. Bratach
encourages her students to develop a
real rapport with each other because it
"allows them to learn a lot and have
fun " at the same time.
Dr. Bratach was raised in Newark,
New Jersey with her three younger
bro thers: John, now an architect; Paul,
a computer programmer and Peter, a
technical writer. During high school,
she wro te for the newspaper and was
also a member of the yearbook staff.
Walki ng past Dr. Bratach's office
door, you may have seen this quote by
Lin Yutang, a Chinese philosopher: "If
you can spend a perfectly useless after-

spendi:Jg her "useless afternoons" with
her husband, Andy Matthews, also an
English instructor here at UMR, and
their cat, Tuna.
Dr. Bratach and her husband, Who
met at a Milton seminar during graduate school, enjoy gardening, setting out
birds feeders, especially for fmches.
and watching baseball. They have
recently become avid SL Louis Cardinals fan s!
If you're interested in the new minor bridging together literature and
science, sign up for English 20 I next
semester with Dr. Bratach! This class
could give engineering majors the opportunity to view science from a less
technical standpoint and give English
majors a glimpse of just what it is that
those engineering students spend their

Film Fest
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The Film Fes t at Castleman
moves to Miles Auditorium in ME104 this week for a showing of Mi-

crocosmos.
A day in the lifeof a bug prov ides
'the basis of this intriguing feature
length documentary from brilliant
French biologists Claude Nuridsany
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Gateway to Careers

back in the only way' She knows how.
The end result is that she begins to
cial effects, but it's a witty movie which
•
Justin Sutherland
just about everyone can relate to.
explore the darker aspects of love,
Since it was released on video, it friendship and family relations.
,
Reviewer-at-Large
Rocko's Two Cents:
has taken a spot on Billboard's top
twenty video rental list, and has surWelcome to the Dollhouse takes
There are some who might contend prisingly stayed there for a few weeks.
the awkwardness of adolescence to a
that Hollywood has gone downhill in
The Take:
bit of an extreme and comes off in a
the quality and depth of scripts that are
Dawn Wiener (Heather Mata- rather comical way. Even though it is
produced. These critics would say that razzo) is a seventh grader who has been at times a little sad, it is usually very
razzle-<laZzle special effects are used left with a huge chip on her shoulderby funny .
at the expense of plot and other sub- life in general.
One thing you can't deny about the
stantive material to draw box office
She feel s that her whole world is film is that some of Dawn's situations
sales.
out to get her and tries to cope and fight hit a little close to home, or at least
This trend can be seen in ,-----"--------'----"----":.....:.:., stink with reminders of awk-

Welcome

to

the

research
safer .se
fettians
hoi use,
nization
sororitil
will rer
iroowler

Eleventh Annual

inleracu

JObFair . ~

Dollhouse. It has no extravagant spe-

called

TEO

you enj
.bou, ri

REVI&VvS:

blockbuster mov ies like
Twister and Indep endence
Day. Sure. these were spectacular movies, but as far as
depth of plots go, they resemble the shallow end of a
pool.
Generally, if yo u want to
consistently find meaning and
depth in what yo u're viewing,
then film fest ivals are a good
place to start.
The las t Sundance Film
Festival featured a movie

The M

SupPOrt Pr
QmiC!onL
eventS plr
Women'sH
March
Year wiU
from 11:30
Gallery, Un
will betO m
will be cho

--

Microcosmos: a Kafka-esque experience
and Marie Perennou. Through the use
of highly advanced camera equipment,
the film chronicles one full day in a
French meadow teeming with insect
life .
Much more intriguing than a standard nature piece, Microcosmos is an
excellent peek into the quirks. pastimes and relationships of Earth's most
ancient creatures.
The movie will be shown at 7 p.m.
and is free to all students and faculty
with a valid UMR !D. This 1996 film
is rated G.

~

Thursday, March 13, 1997
9:00 8.m. - 3:0.0 p.m.
'lJif'!!} !Fe6ru.f1r!J 28, register at yourpfaumtntpffia

l

~

eM'lJe is $5

\y,;

i ;{jter!Fefnurary 28, register at tfu Jo6 !Fair
(
Cfi'!'lJe is $10

wardness, cruelty and confusion from days gone by.
For those who want to
take a break from the blockbuster special effects flicks,
this movie would be a good
one to pick up off the rental
shelf.
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DOL, MESP honor Women's History Month
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DOL Source

The Multicultural Educalional
Support Program (MESP) and Delta
Omicron Lambda (DOL) have several
events planned during March for
Women's History Month.
March 28, UMR's Woman of the
Year will be honored at a luncheon
fro m 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the
Gallery, University Center East. This
will become an ann ual event. Women
will be chosen fro m faculty and staff

ested in the new mi.

iether lilerature and
for English 201 nell
. Bra~ch! This class

~rutg majors the OJ>SCIence froma len
uti and give English
of jus I whal ilis th~
slUden~ spend theu

•

Daniel Ragland

,

TECnS Source

Beer and sex are two things that
you enjoy thinking and talking
about, right? Well, how would you
like to get paid for telling people
what you know about them? That is
what we at UMR TECHS do, We
research and gather information on
safer .sex, sexually transmitted infections (STI's), responsible alcohol use, nutrition and stress. organizations on campus (fraternities,
sororities, student groups, etc .. . )
will request for us to share our
knOWledge with them in the form of

interactive

~ers

program~.

based on their commitrnentto students
as well as commitment to diversity.
The name of the Woman of the Year for
1997 has not yet been released, but she
will be presented a plaque by Chancel-

Hall.
DOL members have made yellow
lapel ribbons to s how s upport ' fo r
women's history. The ribbons are at-

famous women in history and will be
available in the library, in the MESP
office (107 Norwood) and in the University Center.
A Women's History Questionnaire
Contest will be printed each week in
the Miner. The first person to submit
the correct answers at the end of the
week will receive a prize. The first five
people who answer al l questions correctly for eachoflhe four weeks will be
awarded a prize during the Woman of
the Year Luncheon on March 28.
The weekly quiz and the lapel rib bons are a great way 10 learn abo ut
women's history. Don't miss theoppor-

tached to short descriptions of some

tunity!

We portray interactive skits, use
games, and search for fun ways to
inform people about the subjects they
wantto know about Many of you may
have seen us give a presentation before, or you may have been involved in
a campus-wide activity that we sponsored such as Hot Shots, Wellness
Bash, IMPACT Month or . Condom-

or just put your skills to a good use,
come and check us out. We will have
"open meetings" at 3:30 p.m. on
Mondays, March 10, 17 and 24 in
Norwood 208. These "open meetings" are designed to let you see

lor Park durin g the luncheon.
The luncheon' is open to all SIUdents, faculty and staff. The cost is $5
per person for faculty and staff, and the
event is free for al l UMR st udenlS.
Please RSVP your reservation 10 Robin
Collier, MESP office, 107 Norwood

what we do and to help you decide if
you would like to join,
Please come and join us for a

Grams. Being a member of UMR . meeting and observe the good times
TECHS is fun, challenging and reand fun that we have in our work.
warding.
Still interested? Applications are
available at Norwood 106 and at
Does this sound interesting to you~
We are currently looking for new
Student Health Services. Applicapeople to join our group. The experitions are due April 4 and may be
ences in UMR TECHS will provide
turned in at the sarne place you pick
you with excellent presentation and
them up. For more infonnation or to
communication skills, increase your schedule a program please call
public speaking ability and provide
Stephanie Franklin at 341-4225 or
you with a little bit of spending money. send us am e-mail message at
umrtechS@umr.edu.
So, if yo u want to learn some new skills

f

IFC News: TKE improves academics
In fact, they captured six of the

Mike Knittel
IFC Source

This article is the first in a series of
articles highlighting achievements of
Greek organizations.
The men . of Tau Kappa Epsilon
have much to celebrate this semester.
In its inaugural semester, their n'e wly
revised Academic Policy has proven
itself to be a worthy asset.
Last spring they conducted a house
retreat with a sole purpose of improving their academic policy to ensure that
they wo~ld meel the university's minimum standards for approved housing.
However, it seems they have ac hieved

much more than the minimum.

r

~997

the "Double-Time Dump"
Barbara Baird
WAC Writing
As~istant

First, I want to thank the Air
Force's publication called "Quill and
Scroll" for the title and info rmation
for this article. The "double-time
dump" is a catch phrase for free
writing (Remember last week's ar-

." ~icle?)~ . e~.ce'pt y~ti ~b' it on'a'corn-

puter after you have written an outline.
Okay, so yo u know how to do an o utline. You have been doing that since
th: seventh grade. Can you do the
do uble-time dump?
You need two hands and a computer to do the "dump. " Take yo ur

o utli ne down the page, and put
dow n your thoughts. When you are
finished, you can add transitions

outline and use yo ur word processor to
write your firsl draft. The Air Force
manual says to "spill yo ur brains," and
"don't worry abo ut punctuation. "
While you are compos in&., yom first
draft, do not revise. Justgo. Follow the

the introduction. Try it! Before you
know it, your first draft wi ll be
"dumped."
Quip for Ihe week: Always
make a backup copy of yo ur file on
a wo rd proc.'\S.sp r.
; B. B ~rp

and revise.
The manual also suggests yo u
save the introduction for las t! Huh?
Yep! First, do the dump and then do

....__ ____ __________________________

~.n

~

~

scholastic awards for the Greek Community given on a semester by semester basis. These awards were Highest
Fraternity GPA (3.088), Highest
Pledge/Associate GPA (3.139), Most
Improved Fraternity GPA (+.515),
Most Improved GPA of Initiated Members (+.497), Most Improved Fraternity Ranking (16 to I) and Most improved Ranking of Initiated Members
(19 to 2).
What is the moral of this story?
Any organizatio n can achieve its goals
by standing firm on its actions taken to
achieve those goals. Great job TKE!
If your house has achieved something that you think should be in one of
these !FC articles, contact me by email at mknitte l@umr.ed u, and lell me
about

it.
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Bizzie Daze (or how to survive
without really trying) - Part
Six
by Sean Cordes
.

Some might call it chance, others
hubris or neglect. But despite the
causes, for these matters are never
quite as simple as they seem, our characters have all found themselves in
quite a state of corporate chaos. This
scenario was of course inspired by the
overconfident, cut and paste, caffeine
inspired e-mail of Mr. Dick Bizzie,
noted corporate vunderboy. But today,
his job was perhaps history, and his
future job history seriously in question.
With a few simple strokes of the
keyboard, Dick's miscommuni~ation
had led to: a canceled merger meeting,
one cold order of lasagna in lieu of a
catered business lunch for 40, one jet
lagged, pissed off CEO and his team of
disgruntled executive council and 30
slightly pissed executives and staff
members of Dick's division who sat
wallowing in bourbon and fear at 3
p.m. in the Broken Arrow Bar and
Grill.
In turn Dick's mix up had also
caused an inadvertent exchange of services between Aracno catering service
and Bernie's florist which resulted in a
lack of lunch in the corporate office, as
well as the newly decorated interior of
the Broken Arrow barroom which now
resembled the wakeofa very important
individual, or what might be referred to
as the "Fresh cut aboritum look."
. The janitor pointed out as he began
his rounds that although he had waited
to assist the caterers in setting up for
the ' luncheon, he couldn' t find them .
He also mentioned that he had paid a
delivery boy for a single lunch order for
someone by the name of "staff." and he
expected complete a refund from Mr.
Staff promptly.
The CEO ofBancko who had flown
in from New York was at first fuming

over breadsticks and the feeble attempts ofDick's understafflings to console him and his weary crew. But when
the CEO broke into the cold lasagna,
somehow the cheese or saucy sauce, or
maybe the f&ct that it was cold, just like
the remnants he devoured at his
mama's linen covered table in little
Italy after the 14 hour days he spent at
his father's market as a child, made him
think of his family.
So at 4 p.m., an hour after the
merger was too have begun, he sent his
staff back to the motel. Then he had
Dick's staff perform their first really
useful favor; a bottle of wine was delivered from the comer store located conveniently near the plant. Then he
askeilforthe board room alone. And he
thought to himself. He needed this
merger, and now felt the lessor in front
of his troops who now needed his leadership more than ever.
Times were hard and although Mr.
Rizeeti never traded off profit for parity, his wa~ a family bu~iness, and each
employee of his conglomerate, despite
facelessness, deserved his concern as
father of the company. He was only
taking a small part of the competition
in this merger, and merely under his
wing at that. But who would have to go
later ... that was a matter of mouths to
feed, and the number was many. He
loved his family but adoption of extra
burden was out of the question. If the
merger went through, most likely the
quadrant was through also. He felt like
he did when his father died.
About 4:45 Mitch and Betty arrived in the board room. They were not
required to attend today's meeting and
were merely following Dick's poorly
pasted memo telling them to meet him
there at 5 p.m. for their weekly after

work gathering. The estranged couple
had taken lunch together today, and
emerged through the heavy board room
doors laughing and brushing marinara
from each others mouths.
This long lost sense of congeniality
was shattered by their sudden recognition of Mr. Rizeeti's lone figure at the
far side of the board room table. Betty
felt the earth shake below her, her bank
account trembling. Mitch felt his
blood chill as the warmth he so desired
from Betty, just fleetingly recaptured
through Italian food and Chianti, ebbed
into a chill. Just then Mitch dropped
their remaining lunchtime pasta. It
landed with a quick splat, exploding
sauce across the length of the long
mahogany table, and leaving Mitch
and Betty showered in bright red sauce
nearly matching the complexion on
their flustered faces. At the far end
Rizeeti brushed .the dots of stray spaghetti sauce from his linen suit,
glanced down at a lone stray noodle
and culminated his thoughts.
Then carne the explosion. It started
deep within the old corporate warhorse; first a snort, then a deep grumble
and finally from far down within him
came a bray worthy of Quixote's ass.
The CEO's guffaw shook the room. as
Mitch and Betty's trembling jaws
struck the floor.
"I have raised my papa's market
from the streets of Brooklyn to the
cities and streets of the country," he
roared. "I have raised seven children,
they are healthy and steadfast and
happy. This I did for my company also,
because the employees too are my children. I marri<;d my father's business
when I was nine years old, and my wife
when I was 16. Papa's business has
been like a faithful pet, I took care of it

and it has taken care of us the best it . works in the kitchen all day, but lord
could. But my wife, !love her to death, what a mess she make. Sauce on the
and she makes the,best sauce, just like ceiling, noodles strung across the floor,
my mama. Just like this lasagna, and seven kids slinging meatballs at each
this marinara. It's good, and rich. other, the dog chasing down the stray
Solid, like the good things in life. meatballs. But what she gives tile in
Families are like works of art. So is a
see Blzzle, page 23
business. But my wife, bless her, she
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UMR Computing Services
http://www.umr.edu/-cchtmll
OFFICE: M /CS 114 #341-4841: M-F8 :30pm-4:30pm
CLC: M/CS 104/ 108
2~ Hours Continuous: Sunday 8:00am· Saturday 2:00am
Saturday: 8:00am - Midnight
HELPDESK: http://www.umr.edulhclpdeskl
M/CS 104 #341-HELP(4357l. ME 119 #341-6039
E-mail problems to: helpdesk@umr.edu
The following information should be (if possible) incl~<!ed in ailcommunicalions with the

helpdesk :

1. Look up any error messages yourself; you might be able to solve the problem without

If you ;
Come

-

claim

help. Manuals for the software should be at the sile but are also available in the
Computing/Networking refc:rence area .o f the campus library and in the Computing
Services Library. Room II:! M/Cs.
2. Keep any eITor listings or printouts t.o show the consultant.
3 . . Write down the exact wording of any error me.~sage .s o the consultant can delennine

the problem .
4 . To help save time. please state which system and what program or language you are
us ing.
5. Remember. our staff is glad

to

help you. bUI we try to help everyone. and it may take

us so me time to resolve your proble m. It may be neces~ary for the consultant
back to you later or refer you to someone else.
6. For cl asswork. your instructor ma y be the best source for reso lving problems.
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Mi ners prepare for national meet
Swimming coach
hopeful entering
national meet
Joe McLain
Starr Writer

Wed., Mar. 12 - Sat., Mar. 15
The UMR Miner swim team will
trayel to San Antonio, Texas for the
NCAA Division II Championships .
UMR will head out to San Antonio
with eight swimmers qualified for
the national meet. They are: Senior,
Bill Unzicker; Junior, Randy Jones;
Junior, Brian Korsedal ; Freshman,
Tom Beccue ; Freshman Steve
Caruso; Freshman Kris Leftwich;
Freshman David Nurre; and
Freshman, Mark Pearce. The mos t

recent to qualify were Nurre and
Pearce. Nurre made it by winning
the
500
freestyle
in
4:35 . 68 time
which set a

events are worth double the points
that the individual events are. When

UMR
school
record, breaking
the previous one
which h~d stood
for . thirteen
y ears. Pearce
made it on the
qualifying 400 frestyle relay

Of the e i g ht Miner s wh o
qualified si x of them will be going
to their first
national meet.
Coach Mullin
said, "We have
swimmers with

team in his y ounger s wimmers.
Coach Mullin s aid , " Having five
freshm e n qualifying for nationals
says a lot about the future of UMR
swimming. Next season and even the
season after that they will help us
win many meets. " Concerning his
goals Coach Mullin said, "Of course,
from the beginning of the season, we
have wanted to be competitive, and
I think we can be against the other
schools that will be at this meet. Our
goal for nationals has been to finish
in the top ten ."
After having a 5-3 record in dual
meets, winning three of four
invitationals, and claiming back the
regional championship the season is
not quite over for the Miners . They
are very enthuse d at the chance to
be in the national competition .
Coach Mullin said, "I think there's
no question that they're very excited
to be going to nationals."

experience in
big meets , but
Bill Un zicker is
the only one
with a lot of

experience in
nationals. "
Unzicker is a

s enior and is

team .
As far as
UMR's ability
to compete at
nationals ,
Coach
Mark ·

finishing his
~t season of
eligibility for
swimming.

I.

C a a c h

Mullin shows
confidence . Coach Mullin said ,
" Getting a relay team qualified was
very important, because the relay

. Mullin
you get one relay team qualified you
can compete in all the relay ev ents .
So , I think are chances are good."

has

certain goals in sight for his
sw immers.
H e can s ee the
promising future of the Miner swim

•

Runners place In MIAA

Miner Fan

Miner men also place in two MIAA events
~ J onathan Erdman

==n

~

Asst_ Sports Editor

)pm

1:00am

J9

unicauonswilhtbe
Ian Downard

problemwim,.<

If you are this enthusiastic supporter of Miner basketball
come to 306A Norwood Hall Thursday at 4:30 p.m_ to
claim your free "Miner Fan In the Stands" Tee-Shirt.

lableinme

The UMR Miner and Lady M iner
Track and Field teams are looking to
o utdoor season, after completing their
ind oo r seaso n eighth in the M id America Athletic Association.
The Men scored a total of five
points, with Jamie Brueggman and the
Two Mile Rela y Te a m placing.
Brueggeman placed sixth in tile high
jump at 6-6 1/4. The Two Mile Relay
Team took fourth place with a time of

8:09.7.

theComp"<in!

in the Stands

IngUageyouate

" andil may lak~

Jnsultantwgel

problems.

- Miner Baseball and Lady Miner Softball were rained out this
past weekend. The 'Miners next game is today at the College of
the Ozari<.s and the Lady Miners will
play at William Carey in Hattiesburg, Miss. at 1:30 p.m.
- The Tennis team played this Monday, -Results were unavailable
at press time. The tennis team will host SOl!thwest Baptist
Sunday in Rolta at 1:00 p.m.

~

.......

--~------~------------------------

The only point scorer on the
Womens side was Tracy Jones. Jones
came in third in the 800 meter race
with a time of 2:18 .52.
" I w as pretty happy w ith it
[se ason]. I improved ·from previous
seasons . My times increased each
week. I came through at conference
when I wanted to. I peaked at the right
time," Jones said.
. Jones went on to the qualifying
meet Fri. Feb. 28, and she ran a time
of 2:20 and didn ' t qu alify for the
National Meet.
"I was disapointed, bur I' ve still
go t outd oor seaso n , and I 've go t
ano rher yea r. I think ir was a goop

experience for me. I learned a little bit
from it, and its not over," Jones said.
Jones th inks that the teams have
improved , and s hould do well in
o utdoor"season.

"I think we' re goiug to improve a
lot. I think that we started off better
than we have in the past, and we' ve
got a lot of potential fo r improvement,"
J ones said.
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Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 Run up the
phone bill
4 See 1 Across
8 One 01 the

r::~~~

12
17 Saconcl ·hand

S3 Pilch
S4 Lary8 pl9C8
55 On - with
(aquarIa)
57 Massachu·

sens pof1

lurie

58 'Paradlse

los,"'igufe

1 g Coga ! COrlSOr1 59 Excavate

20 Lugosl 01
filmdom
21 Manage 10 '
miss
22 Teen atUC1lon
23 Suhan's
sweeties
2C Ratleal
25 n ~ t'IOl s CliV
26 Picnic lare
29 Picnic tare
31 A lew words
32Mlsi
33 Act/ess
Sedgwick
34 Essenlla l
35 Too axpan'
encod7
36 Zlkh
37 Coli, deg/99s
CO Ranle one',
cage
4C Cooilbook
topic
45 Ronny & the
Daytonas hit
46 Tro! or oa tlop
47 Picnic la re
51 Picnic lare

Marle, Mlch
9 4 - con ..
116 CoT 0 1 crib
lIa Actre ss Anna
gli Jal100 Novelist
104 Picnic l are
107 Picnic lare

60 NOI as
11!log
forward
112 GOI oN
62 M il base
114 RepUlatlon
63 Vac ation sJle "S Grlmm
ClealUle
65 AIChll 9Cl'S
1001
116 Hoi spo!?
67 Horrinod
117 learning
71 Common
method
vegelable
118Tothe-(lo
72 Circular
perfection)
7J Shetley
119 Spun a web
show-case
120 Scallered
74 Eur 1"1.11101"1
seed
75 Examines
121 Remal1l.ed
closety
12:l Machine part
78 Blb~cal town 123 Cozy ,oom
79 French
DOWN
Sudan.loday
1 Mage1lan
81 Yard entry
dIscovery
82 Picnic tare
2 Songwrllers'
84 Picnic lare
org ,
88 Imp/assod
3 Park seal
Immal"lSeiy
C Iha Man 0 1
8;"- That
a ThOusand
Face,Jau "
90 Basilica area
510.4.11.191 Improve
6 Olympic
92 April burden
warmonger
93 Sault 7 "'The last 01

Ihe
MohIcans"

45 look daggers a1 Room 10/
46 Glil
Improvo-

P'''''

48 Ac'!tGSs

mel'll?

Rlvel a
411Glv8,a

836 p.m ., al

B Onfire

II like old
gasoline

squeeze

10 Y aRe
11 ViS9 man?

12 Crossword

solve", 1001
13 SlmJ1ar
14 Shorebird
IS ' Zlp- -

,

Ooo-Oah "
16 Famed loch
18 Steep
19 Made up
one's mind
27 Old yard

we'"

28 Soup scoop
30 Speech
panel<"!
35 Actor
M.1honey
37 E~l ah ' ,
lalgel
38 General's
halper
39 Sunllower

suppan
CO In searCh 01
4 I GOl l oed 0117
42 Eats
elegantly
43Ms.
Meriwether
44 Bass part

50 Female
swimmer
52 Inedible
orilnge
56 By moans 01

59 Don one ',
duds
60 Young
pigeon
61 Savage son
62 Rock bonom
64 Sel&Cted ,
..... th - 10 ' "
65 Go IIshlng
66 0Hsprtng
68 Dumbstruck
69Uke SOm e
steeves
70 COll"lered
Ihe ca l
7J Olsen 01
vaud eville
75 -Bealll1"
76 Hawkeye
Siale
77 Pop a pec
78 Where dales
31ekapt
79- Valde
NaHonal Pari!:
80 PlesldenUal
nickn ame

lOa .m ,
8S Ca~ 1 .111'1101&
86 Revolt

Pro

87 S~8S
L~ed

93

and

looked

W

... Gauguin
setting
95 Plea sod as
Punch
96 Pester
97 Cary 01 I h"
Princess
Bride "
98 Canyon 0 1
the comics
101 Flal·
bonomed

io the yell
of Misso u
ofSt.PlfI

bo"

102 Goorge
Burnslilm
103 Chulzpa'h
104 Finger.
pa Int
cr eal lon?
105 Proverb
preposihon
106 SIOte away
108 lady friand,
It'\JlIl1e
109 Role lor
98 Across
110 Noted
113Mauna-

day lod oi!
oioeteeo hi

Le
Find at least six differences
between these two pictures.

see Solutions, page 23
copyright 1997 King Features Syndicate

the Stlte 0
PltroD of

Missourit

the City 0

The Miner provides classified ad
space free to all students . To submit
one, use the form on our web page. or
drop it off in the box outside 103
Norwood Hall. You must include your
name, phone number and student ID
number. All ads will be run for two
consecutive weeks, and then it must be
resubmitted.
HELP WANTED
Men/Women eam $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings
your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891
EXT C200

Keith.
Wanna play racquetball?
Your friend!
Carlson,
Happy 21st!!
Love,
Zeta
Jessica,
Do you want me to take a polygraph
test?
You know who

Jake.

I love you, man. No. I really love
you. man. Meet me at the tracks.
Love.
Tenninator
Missy,
I won't'drive by and pretend rm
someone else. Li ..... er
ZLAM.
Bob

it.

Zeta lo ves their Alums.
Come visit the Zeta 1ail. Y ou'l1
definitely have a good time - today and
Thu rsday.
Happy Ce ntennial. Sigma Pi.
ZLAM.
Zeta Neighbors
Brooke.
Thanks for being a great Big Sis
and' for all the advice.
Love,
Katy

$250 is a better deal than 25 cents,
but I think you could get more! You
smell good!
Sigma Pi Neighbors.
When's the next show?
Your other
neighbors

Candice
Hessie Wife,
Yo u and me are twinkies together
forever!!
C ambice Yober
Clean off "your desk" in "your office."

We mourn the 10ssofYIVA. GYM,
and Bruno. _

Candice is hoI! Whoa, baby!

Keep bomb- Kelly Kickin' the C
you're!

Boys don't like having peanuts on
their chests.

Bob's Room
Here's to Senior Skip Day!

MLE.
Heather,
Do you have any glue or rubber
cement?
Headquarters

Misprint - is Kelly 0 a quiet floor?
Kappa Chi,
You gotta lick it, before we kick it!

808.

Shannon,
Thanks for returning it. We missed

Zeta loves tjleir new members!

Tiffany Sue - or should I say pumpkin!

Hey Goldminers,
. We looked great this season!
Alisa,
So, how often do you get business
cards?
Ledley

We miss you.

Anne and Jon
UR CoolFam

Kelly,
Rememberto put the hood down on
your car before driving it.

Carol? Carol? Is that you?
Get some glass and grab bucks with
the fab ulous Dave!
Keep up the good work, Farrar 3!
Anne:)

J.,
Congrats, Marisa! (Even though
you kept it a secret so long.)
ZLAM,
YBBS
Jagg i's go t a big 01' butt, oh yeah'
Just kidding.
Love,
YBS
You can do it, Pete!
Us -

You are way coo l!
ZLAM,
C
Missy,
Rain water doesn't.really wash your ,
clothes.
J&C
Chrissy,
Groovy kind of love?
C

Yea! The mouse is dead! Way to
go, Potzman.
"So what if I fill out the form and I
had a roommate last year? Do I automatically get one?"
Nice sweatshirts, Farrar 3!
Nice ho use s hins, Alunan 6!
Question M.ark .

C'mon Quad. Let's win St Pat'~!
Pyro!
Lambda Chi Alpha,
Thanks for the great social!
Kappa Delta
Kappa Sigma,
Thanks for cheering with us!
, Kappa Delta
Sigma Nu,
Thanks for the TV ni'ght!
Kappa Delta

see Gossip, page 23

t Ever
•

Proclama tion:
Whereas. from this time forth until the fifteenth day of March.
in the year nineteen hundr'ed and ninety seven. all the people in the State
of Missouri are urged to prepare to honor the arrival. at Rolla. Missouri.
of St. Patrick. the Patron of Engineers; and.
,
Whereas. all of the citizens. of Missouri are urged to travel to
Rolla to celebrate and to participate in alLthe festivities with the St. Pat's
Committee. the students of the University of MiSsouri· Rolla and the
citizens of Rolla. Missouri; and.
Whereas. St. Patrick will announce the schedule of events for the
day and nights from now until the fifteenth day of March in the year
nineteen hundred and ninety seven; therefor.
Let it be known far and wide that I. Mel Carnahan. Governor of
the State of Missouri. do hereby proclaim the honoring of St. Patrick.
Patron of Engineers. and also do hereby urge all citizens of the State of
Missouri to participate fully in the forthcoming fdicitious festivities in
the City of Rolla. M issouri.

,rences

'CWres.

,Dy Daquiet floor1

ST. PAT'S 1997

~beforewekick ~

:andice

Schedule as of Wednesday, February 26
Monday, March 10
12:30 p.m.

Follies at the Puck

Full Beard, Greenest Person, St. Pat's Jingle, Sumo
Suits

:ambice Yober

Tuesday, March 11

r desk' in "your of·

12:30 p.m.

Follies at the Puck

Shamrock Shuttle, Most Sweatshirts in
Garters in a Minute, Sumo Suits

a Minute, Most

Wednesday, March 12
12:00 p.m.
'12:30 p.m.

Court arrives at the Bandshell
f .ollies at the Bandshell

Women's Walking Stick, Show Shillelagh Judging, Leprecha un Look-a-Like

9:00 p.m.
mory

Theta Tau Omega Casino Night at the Ar-

Thursday, March 13
11 :00 a.m.

. Gonzo at Fraternity Row Fields

KMNR Roadsho w and live music, Superball, St. Pat's
Engineering Contest

Friday, March 14
11 :00 a.m.

Games at Fraternity Row Fields.

KMNR Roadshow

9:00 Coronation Ceremonies at Multi-Purpose Building

Saturday, March 15
11 :00 a.m.

....__ ______ _____________________

~.n

~

~

1997 St. Pat's Parade Dr. Suess down Rolla
and Pine Streets

"
Wednesday, March 5, 1997
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Queen

American Ceramics Society

Kali Snelling
Queen

Jamie Crutchley
Knight

Cassie Alsop
. Kni ght

IntE

<l>K8

Heather Thompson
Queen
Wade Montgomery
Knight

MozowYusof
Queen

Diana Alt
Queen

Shannon Neimeyer
Knight

ZTA

Blue Key
Hey Umr! Get the Green Out!!
With some copies on MBE's green
paper!

Must
Show Student ID

(8.5xll, Black & White, No limit)
From Now until March 17

II

MA1L.oxrSITC

Southside Shoppers World
1028 HWY 63 South
Rolla, MO 65401
Telephone: 573-364-0006
Fax:
573-364-0006
........ -

~

....

"'~

.. ' .- .. 0.'

..... ". .. __ '" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________ _ ,

Kristen Ringkor
Knight

Jessica Thomas
Queen

A~I1

Brian Booth
Knight

Association for
Computing
Machiner

c

Missouri Miner

Wednesday, March S, 1997

ts -&'

~Alsop

ight

Gerrit Leeftink
Knight

Bart Stoessel
Knight

Inter-Fraterni~

Council

Elizabeth Kuenz
Queen

National Residence
Hall Honorary

Queen

IIKA

Thompson

leen

fA

Craig Dahlgren
Knight

Brenda Wieseler
Knight

Kelly Hall
House D

Residence Hall Association

Joella Hubbard
Queen

.

Carrie Williams
Kni
, ght

Jennifer Little
Queen

XQ

WED. MARCH 5th

ST. PAT'S KICK-OFF PARTY!!!

nBooth
night

7:30 - BLUES GAMEIBUD LIGHT PROMO
10:OO-CLOSE KILLIAN'S RED &
COORS LIGHT PROMO

,ation for

Raiders
1021 Kingshighway

364-6845

SPEC'AL ORDERS WELCOME

~

....__ ____-._______________________________

.n

~

THURS. MARCH 6th

BAR flIGHT WITH THE
flEWLY ELECTED COl)RT

Page 13
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ts&

Chris Schaefar
Knight

Andrea Jaegers
Queen

General Delegation
of Independants

Jessica Marshall
Queen

Warren Moody
Knight

Circle K

Sacha Patires
Queen
Stephanie Ingalls
Knight

Michelle Phillips
Queen

M-Club .

Bill Tedesco
Knight

Kelly Sink
Queen

LTr

Triangle

TBII

Bill Richardson
Knight

Kim Stewart

Queen

L<I>E

Keramos

Wednesday, March 5, 1997
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ly

Shawn Kitchen
Knight

William Greene
Knight

LN

·AXA

's

Brook Beville
Queen

Kymberli Kohser
Queen
Jay Herigodt
Knight

AEIT

John Boeckmann
Knight

,5

XE

Natalie Phelan
Queen

83

Acacia

10m Mee
Knight

Student 't1nion Board

...... ______.-________________________________

~.n

~

Tanya Peters
Queen

Amanda Hall
Queen

rBL

Page IS

..

.
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Greg-M orrow
Knight

KJught

8TQ

Miss ouri Mine r

What's lour

''I'm mad. We keep llying to make it the best ever,
and campus keeps -tak ing
from us. If stu-

"I think it's a shame
that people in higher positions think they know what
is best for everybody."

- n :I
..
oP.-lnlo

have

Interviews and photos by Liz Morris.
LaYOUI by Ju.stin Ferguson.

This week's question:

Jim Witt
Junior
Mining Engineering

How do you feel about the lack of many of the
tradition al St. Patrick's Day acti~ities this year?

"I think that it is cool
to have new activities in
spite of the fact that much
of the tradition has been lost
for a year. Some of the
former activities did tend fu
get a little. out of had ,

Carl Sather
Sophomore
Biochemical Engineering

Candic e Yoder
Sophomore
Psychology

Wednesday, March 5, 1997
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ts&

Jen Kiefer
Queen

Dave Ferkel
Knight

Queen

Karla Niehaus
Queen

John Stewart
Knight

Kim Moore
Queen

Jeannette Torfin
Knight

KMNR

: best ever,
'ps ·taking
us. Ifstul aliulebit
Pat's then
bly have

Mike Estes
Knight

ITK<I>

Curtis Miller
Knight

Quadrangle Hall
Association

LIT
~~~."."''''''Y~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''_~''''.''''''''&:5

larti,ularly
so it doesn't
t's gone. But
there is no

!i

.-~

BUY R.ECYCLED.

;

~

4

I§

If.''

~

I'

~t
".
Amy Swanson
queen

~OA

Knight

Thomas Jefferson
Hall Associa tion

~=
S
I

,' .

AND SAVe:

:~i

" When you buy products made from recycled materials.
,
recycling keeps working. To find out more. call !-800-CALL-EDF. •

II· r.tn . .

ENVIRON"ENTAl

C3\L ~

SEPA
-"-" '-iiEF~~~H:::__ I
"IIIIII_I"'I~t~~~leI!..~

it

~ :..-="
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Andrie l Rotzler
Queen

James Cochra n
Knight

Panhellenic Council

American Institute of
Chemical Engineers

Melissa Ortman
Queen

Chip Crossm an
Knight

Sarah Palido
Queen

Society of Hisp anic
Professional Engineers

AmyYa iser
Queen

Mike Vincent
Knight

TKE

IEEE

Bart Potts
Knight

Spelunkers
Club

KA

Jacob Wang
Knight

Diane Moelle nhoff
Queen

Amy Pousso n
Queen

Student
Council

-t

991

Wednesday, March 5, 1997

THAT'S JAKE
by Jake Vest

DAVE
by David Miller

'Readin' in bed lost a lot of its restfulness once
we started getting the newspaper on-line.'

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

~-

"I finally got Arthur to say
those three little words:
'It's a deal.'"

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

.------

'" tILtS ...

~ro~_

"''/Sf~~~ ~~fI!lC.
S\lm5_lOOI< 1..IKE NI
~Etl CIWT u..tI~D
~,'3(;uu.v_

"Occupation?! Poper

~

......

.tn

~

______

P-~

____________________________

.

~UCE,1"otM1"O _.
S"","I ~l.. Sf>.ueer ..
l.ooI<S LIKE So/I'-&ltlE,

·~E'TlIlrJG.~i-Ij\.S BQ;N
~1'1t1" A. BI(;~C, SKuLtJI
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Chain

from page 2

fit in with their current fundraising
chain wo uld have to grow by one and
ing Rolla mayor Elwyn Wax, UMR
pers into IS-inch strips when it was
two-thirds miles per hour if they were
faculty, staff members for Big Brothe ffort. Pledges were made per mile or decided that cutting all the paper needed
by hand would take much too long. The
ers!Big Sisters, and church pastors
to succeed.
by fixed donation to Big Brothers!Big
Rolla Daily News, K-DA Y radio, Key
agreed to judge on behalf of Guinness.
The event raised money for Big
Siste rs.
The communi ty of Rolla became
This world record idea began about
Spor~ and Marriott Dining Service also
Brothers!B ig Sisters of Rolla, a cause
that the organizers chose because of its
very active in supporting the project. supported the project.
six months ago with students on the
The paper chain project
sixth floor of the north tower of
Thomas lefferson Res idence
has had further reaching effects, outside the Rolla comHall . Six-north Resident Assistant, Patrick Painter, noted,
munity. The Kansas City Star
" We decided we wanted to beat
ran an article on the project.
a wo rld record and we looked
The week before the event, a
fo r some thing feasible. " The
radio station from Farmington, I(.:J~~." ""
Missouri called Painter for an "A~'_ _ ~
~ro up thought of making the
on-air interview and pledged
longest string of paper clips,
• to donate money to Big Broth- , ,_ _ ' -:..:.0,",the biggest popcorn ball, and
the longest bench. Making the
. ers!Big Sisters.
paper chain was decided upon
Now that the project is
because of its economic and
over, the paper chain will be
stored for a time before being
o r ganiz a tional feasibility.
Since its beginning as a floor
recycled. Kofsky commented
projec~ the world record push
that they wanted to keep the
has ex panded to include all
project together for a little
,
~
residence halls and the comwhile, but storage was a big
munity at large.
problem.
Much planning went into
The next of the Guinness
........_-_.- - - - - - - - - -- - - Fighting Heart Disease
Ryan Shawgo
the project in determining the I
Book of World Records goes to
materials needed, gettingsponprint
in
April.
Newspaper
clipUMR Students attempt to break the world record forthe longest paper
sors, and recruiting workers,
pings, radio coverage, and teschain:
but the exci tement was ev itimony of the judges must be .
ties betwee n the Rolla community and
dent amon g the events org ani zers.
Domino' s .Pizza donated between 100 sent in to verify the success of tne
NO FEES 6 SEC BILLING
university students. Paintercommented
" How many times will I get to break a
and 120 pizzas to keep the workers fed.
endeavor. If all goes well, the record INTERSTATE I NATIONWIDE
FREE CALLING CARD
w o rl d record ," commented Marty
that the program is one that many UMR
TAB Printing in Osage Beach, Mismay be in the newest edition of the
1- ;;;;;..,;;;
800-564-4348
Kofsky as he calc ulated ,hat the paper
studen ts devote lime to and this event souri cut 6,000 Rolla Daily newspa- . rboo_k_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;..-=-=
- .;;
--;..:.;....._ _ _ _ _--.

There are no smaU
victories in the fight
against heart disease.

.. -

Amencan Heart •
Association...

_

9.9¢MIN

.ATTEN'TIC»N
STU':DEN'TS:

IS OPEN
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for
ROTC as a freshman or
sophomore, you can still
catch up this summer by '
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid
,ix-w,ek oom" in
leadership . Apply
now. You may qualify

i

for a $4,000 scholarship
and advanced officer
training when you return
to campus in the fall.
YOU'll also have the
self·confidence and
di,ciplin' you ne,d
to succeed in college
and beyond.

!>iCiiI1H'!

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details , visit Room 301, Harris Hall or call

341-4744

I

•

THE OUTDOOR ACTIVITY RENTAL WILL
OPEN MARCH 6th TO SUPPLY YOU WITH
ALL OF YOUR CAMPING AND OUTDOOR
EQUIPMENT NEEDS.
ALL 341-6488 BETWEEN 6 PM AND 9 PM FOR MORE INFO

ouse
:;tUJ)
1ge in the Spirit, not the SPi~rits
. .
~

O

8-12pm, Thursday, March 13

,

•

Open Mike

•
•
•

Alcohol Free
Friendly Atmosphere
Refreshments Sold

Located at 403 W . Sth . Street. Two' blocks South of Castleman.
For mo re info call 364-1061.
.

~~a-

________________

~

__________________________
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D~

NG · OF
~;;D COSTS THIS:

D---

lOsrnal

.Em wee~

Wf1

could save an estimated 500,000 trees by

lI'e ~~

td~ase,

simply recycling the Sunchy eatfions of our nation's newspapers.

This vmr, yesterrlay's paper ron become the news of tomorrow.

011

; BILLING
ATIONIVIDE
IGCARD

14348

Do your part. it's easy.

For more information on how you can do your part, (0111800 43-EARTH

THETA TAU OMEGA
presents

Casino Night
Wednesday, March 12,1997 7 pm - 12 Midnight
' at the :t'J"ational Guard Armory, Fairgrounds Road Rolla

I

•

'AL Wfi.,L

)UWITH
UTDOOR
: MORE INFO

*****
~"'~

~
.-

,

Q~

.

. fJ'l.5FM

Broadcasting LIVE from
Casino N'ight I!!

BLACKJACK
CRAPS
POKER
BASKETBALL TOSS
ROULETTE
AND MANY MORE!

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT

ROLLA AREA
UNITED WAY

*****
GAMES!! PRIZES!! REFRESMENTS!!
FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
TICKETS: $4 IN ADVANCE, $5 AT THE DOOR
Tickets available at Key Sport Shop, Inc & Dave's Barber Shop
For information call Tom Huffman: 364-0580

~

..-
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Candidates
Another goal for Huber is to increase the effectivene ss of the Student
Council . According to Huber, this includes improving the communic ation
channels of Student Council. To do
this, Huber proposes to publicize office hours, even those for the president,
so students can get in touch w ith members of the council much eas ier. He also
plans to have each organi za tion post
the minutes o f the Studenl C o un c il
meetings to ensure that everyone knows
what exac tly the co uncil is work ing o n.
H uber also wants to work with the mi. nority and ethnic groups on campus to
improve the ir image and involveme nt
at UMR. "I plan to meet with the leaders and presidents of these organizations to work on solving the problems
they face."
Huber believes that the job of Student Council Pres ident is made up of
two different jobs. He explained, "One
part is the Student Council President.
This job involves making sure the resolutions of Scudent Council are being followed and that the council is working
efficiently and effe<;.tively. The second
part is student body president. This
job involves representin g the students
to the faculty, staff, and administra tion.
I think I have the skills and abilities to
do both."
According to Huber, experience will
be an important factor in the election
but not the only factor. "I have good
experience in Student Council, but I aIso
have real world experience . I worked
as a co.op last semester and learned
how to effectively run a business, which
I think Student Council can be run like.
I also represent a broad group of students. Ins ide and outside the Greek
system. I am well-es tablished w ith a
lot of different groups of people. I
could represent a very bro ad base of
people."
"I am also an Eag le Sco ut, w hi ch
yo u cannot get to witho ut detennin ation, hard wo rk, an d perseveran ce traits whi ch a sludent body pres ident
should have. It·s going to co me dow n

sent the s tudents. I'm really sincere
about my goals . I want to make the
lives of students better here ."
Kn aup 's goals include streamlinin g
the registrar, cashier, financ ial aid, and
student loan office, working to continue
to make the library and the University
C enter mo re s tudent o rientated, and
most im portantly, being a real representative o f the student body.
"S treamlining those offices is a ma- ·
ja r long- tenn goal, but eventually I hope
to see it beco me <;entralized into the
same office," Knaup expl ai ned. " We
can start off by improving each office;
it doesn ' t have to be all combined. I
would get the process started. It 's very
feas ible as long as we do it s tep-bys tep."
Concernin g the renovation s, Knaup
plans to hold more open forums to ensure plans for the construc tion remain
student orientated . "I want to make
sure that the students see things happening in the process, not just hear
about what's eventually going to happen."
Being a real representa tive of the
student body, Knaup plans to help students realize that she is very approachable. "Different aspects of campus can
talk to me, and I am very willing to
listen to their problems and do what I
can to fix them. The Student Council
President is supposed to be a true rep·
resentative of the students to the faculty. Depending on what the student
majority wants, I will work hard to get
those goals."
Knaup added, "If I find out what
the majority wants, I will work for it.
The goals I have set in my campaign are
there for s tudents to see what I plan to
work for. but I am ready for stuctents'
inpul. If sludents wa nt somethin g, I
wi ll go for it even if it is no t one of my
goals."
K naup feels th at mo re organizati on
involveme nt w ill help to impro ve St.
Pat 's . She also said Ihat more non -

to who the student 's believe will best
represent them with integrity and com mibnenL I think I will."

Greek invo lvement would be something
to work towards. "This ye ar the SI.
Pat's Comm ittee and Student Council
have been working to make the celebratio n appealin g to more students . I feel

LUCY K NAUP
K naup is 'runn ing for Student Council Pres ident because, " I want to repre-

this year we have made much progress,
and can do an even better j ob nex t year
o f increas ing participatio n while preserving trad itio ns."

Knaup believes that experience and
the issues are also factors for who will
win. "I have been on Student Council
for five semesters, and this is my third
semester on the Executive Council. I
know how Student Council works. I
also have worked with the administration and alumni because of the various
positions I have he ld. I know how to
work with bolh to impro ve the life of
s tudents al UMR ."
" I think the stud ents will look for
who ",ill carry out their goals," Knaup
continued. " I think they will see th at I
am sincere and will work hard. It 's a
challengin g pos ition, but I can do il. I
have the qu alities to fulfill those challenges. I wo uld enjoy it."
KARL SCHMIT T
Schmitt wants to be Student Council Pres ident for several rea<ons. "I like
being an officer. I like the job. I was
vice-presi dent las t year so pres ident
would be the next step. I have good
ideas and being president makes it a lot
easier to get your ideas across. Finally,
it may sound corny, but I like the school.
It's a good school, and I want to continue to make it better. That's the main
responsibI lity of the president."
Schmitt has many ideas, but feels
he is doing his campaign differently than
previous candidates . "I am setting specific projects and deadlines io be implemented if I am elected. For example, no
7:30 finals and two dead days by the
fall 1997 semester. I'm also pushing
for continual improvem ents to the intramural fields such as an all-weathe r
track."
Another main goal Schmitt has set
is ensuring' there is a student representative on the tenure selectio n process
for the teachers. "They call il Ihe m illio n do llar ques lio n, because you figure
a teac her is here for 25 years, Ihe university spends abo ut a millio n do llars
o n him or her fo r s alary amo ng other
things. If it's wo rth th at much to the
uni vers ity, it sho uld be worth th at much
to th~ studen ts ."
These promises mi g ht no t seem feas ible. but Sc hmitt be lieves they are .
" I' ve researched these projecls. lalked
to Ihe fac ulty. staff. and o rganiza tio ns
tha t wo uld be res pons ib le fo r the
chan ges. and they a ll seemed very re ceptive. I feel Ihey can

b~

completed

by next semester. I would be surprised
if they weren'\. 'The student representative on the tenure selection process
will 'probably be long and drawn OUL
but I still think that would succeed."
The reason Schmitt is not being
broad in his campaign is thai he believes
he is pus hing for what the students
want. He explained, "If I win based on
my pl atfonn, then that makes each vote
co unt. When I begin to implement thos"
projec ts and the staff asks if this is wh at
the students wanL I can s ay, 'Look, I
won because this is wh at the students
want. .. •
The SL P at's Celebratio n has been a
huge student concern these past few
semesters. Schmitt said, "Besides Alice,
pretty much everything has been left
the same. Therefore, to get Alice back,

Schmitt has had five semesters of
experience on Student Council. He believes that this experience , his ideas, and
his well-round ed social ties win help
him win the election. " I have the experience which is an advantage . It',s not
an you need, but I do have it. I know
Ihe system. I also have great ideas. The
leader of any organizatio n has to have a
vis ion, but he or she al so has to be open
to others input and be ready to listen til
people. Finally, I am wen-round ed in
social terms. I know a lot of people in
the residence haUs, fraternities , and off

~
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~
Iheend, it
tilul:

Then

froll'lled s

not happe
behavior s

al beS~ an
would me

ness is sO
e!pendabh
'Bul,'
his emotio

closel lthin
lasl Sum
since you

campus. I would be able to represent
each of these groups."
Voting for the president ends March
7. Students who haven't voted can still
do so at the Puck, bye-mail, 'or at the

I think we need to get more orgaoizations involved at St. Pat's. That way,
we can go to Chancello r Park and show
him all of the organizati ons involved,
and then try to get Alice back. Of

UMR home page. Students are also
welcome to contact these candidates bymail or visit their web pages. The email address are kschmitt@ umr.edu,
knaup@ur nr.edu, and huber@urn r.edu.
are
sites
web
The

course, if this is something the students
want me to push hard for, I will definitely work for it."

http:\\ww w.umr.ed u\-kschm itt,
http:\\ww w.umr.ed u\-knaup , and
http:\\www .umr.edu\- huber.

EA ST M AN
Congrat ulations to Brad Nikkel and Andy Singleto n,
mechani cal enginee ring majors, who have been selected
as Eastman Chemical Compan y Co-ops here at the
Univers ity of Missouri.
Brad's extracur ricular involvem ent
includes assisting the Student Activities
Office, and he serves as a student
building manager. Brad is currentl y
beginnin~ his fIrst co-op term with
Eastma n at the Arkansa s plant site in
Batesville.Andy's involvem ent
B rad Nikhel
includes particip ation in
the Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity,
Fellowsh ip of Christia n Athletes , an d
Phi Eta S igma Honor Society. Andy will
begin his first co-op term with Eastman
in the summer.
Andy S ingleton
In conjunct ion with their co-op
positions, both Brad and Andy will be
eligible to receive a scholar ship from Eastma n at th e end
of th eir third co-op terms.
Arkansa s Eas tm an is one of several 'manufa cturing
units of Eastma n Chemica l Compan y. Eas tm an Chemical
Compa ny is a major domestic and interna tional supplier
of chemicals, fIb ers, a nd plastics and on e of the top 50
chemica l produce rs in th e world. Eastma n employs
approxim a tely 18,000 men and women worldwi de.
Congrat ula tions again to B;ad and Andyl
Eastma n Chemic al Compa ny

r
Eastm a n otTe r s challe nging coope r a t ive e du cation , s umme
nical,
inte rn s hip ; an d car eer opportun ities in ch e mical, m echa
,
e lectrica l, a nd indust ri a l e nginee rinll a s w e ll a s a ccounting
compute r s cie n ce, informati on sy s te ms, arid chemistry
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the end, it makes the mess most beautiful,"
Then he smiled and turned and
frowned slightly. ''This merger should
not happen," he said. "In aU cases this
behavior should be thought offensive
at best, and no one in their right mind
would merge, even tho ught the business is solid, and most of you are
expendable anyway."
"But," and he paused as he stifled
his emotions, "This reception is the
closest thing to home that I've felt in the
last six months of negotiat\ons, And
since yo u two saw fit to be here at my

____ I

ve semesters of
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Bizzie '

from page 8
arrival, and share in my new found
pasta revival, you will run this sector
starting as soon , as these papers are
signed."
Mitch and Betty stoo~ hanging by
the roots, the wind of change overwhelming them. Then Betty took per.
in hand, and leaving a slight smear of
marinara beneath her Joan Hancock,
signed the deal, and sealed the whimsical fate of her next chapter. Mitch
stood the same, and although he had no
pen in hand, he wished he was 16 at
home writing in his journal. Mitch and
Betty and CEO Rizeeti were just pre-

fO,.

paring to exit when a horde a convivial
executives burst into the hallway bearing basket loads of company paid
flower arrangements many of which
bore a card or banner stating, "For
Betty always."
Dick cowered at the front of the
horde. And as he met his companions
and shrugged, Betty turned to Mitch
and moaned, "You'll never know what
this means to me." But he did, Then
she glanced back over her shoulder at
Dick. "You're fired, " she said, as she
took her husband in hand and walked
away.
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from page 10

Kay-Dee,
Get psyched for SI. Pat's!

Diana, Julie, Christy, Andrea and
Melinda,
You are awesome pledges!
AOT,
Kay-Dee

Tillin,
How was the cannoli?
AOT,
Jen

Sarah,
Another one?
I'm so old.

LM,
I told you I would figure this out!
WTH

AOT,
YB"4S

Solutions
I.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6,

from page 10

Answers to Hocus Focus
Backpack is missing,
Bush is smaller.
Scarf is shorter.
Strap is moved.
Earflap is smaller.
Zipper is missing.

A nswer s to Super C r ossword
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or fast relief from the nagging ac he.of taxes,

we recomme nd TIAA-CREF SRAs, SRAs

as retirement incom e , the money yo u don't se nd
to W as hington ca n wor k eve n hard e r for you.

are tax-deferred annuities designed to help bu ild

What else do SRAs offer ? A full range of

additional assets - money th at can help make the

investment c ho ices a nd the fin a ncia l expe rtise

difference between living a nd living ""// after

of TIAA-CREF -A merica's la rgest retireme nt

yo ur working yea rs are over.

organization ~

C.ontributions to your SRAs are deduc ted

To find out more, stop by your benefits office

from yo ur salary on a pr~ tax ba sis. so yo u pay

or give us a call at 1800842-2888, We'll show

less in taxes now. And s ince ea rnin gs on your

yo u how SRAs can lowe r your taxes.

SRAs are also tax deferred until you rece ive them

Do it today-it cou ldn't hurt.

Congratulations to Theresa Williams, a junior
chemical engineering major from Rolla who has been
selected as an Eastman Chemical Engineering Scholar
here at the University of Miss~)Uri - Rolla.
Theresa's extracurricular involvement
includes participation in the Tau Beta
Pi Honor Society, Omega Chi Epsilon
Honor Society, Anierican Institute of
Chemical Engineers (AIChE), and the
Society of Women Engineers.
Her future career plans include
employment in the chemical industry
upon graduation. In conjunction with her scholarship,
Theresa will be employed as a summ er technical
chernical engineer this summer at Eastman's Arkansas
plant site located in Batesville, Arkansas,
Arkansas Eastman is one of several manufacturing
units of Eastman Chemical Company, Eastman
Chemical Company is-a major domestic and
international supplier of chemicals, fibers, and plastics
and one of the top 50 chemical producers in the world.
Eastman employs approximately 18,000 men and women
worldwide,
Congratulations !lgain to Theresa l

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaawcref.org

Eastman Chemical Company
Ensuring the future
for those who shape

it.~

- Based o n a...s..-IS under nuna!!erllenl.
CR I':I: " rrtili"'ilc ~ .. r,.. Jisu i bucr,l l>y T IA A-CREF Iml;" i,lu,,1 ;tn.lln ~ I ; IUI ; onil l Sen·;n·s. InL·. Fo r llI un' d' mp~le infOrm;,I ;on. ;nd utl;n g L' harbe ~ " nt l "x l w n ~ ..s.
•·.. 11 1800 8·tl·2733. eiCl . 550Q. fo r iI "',,rrelll C R E F proslw<·... s. Re;.. l ch .. p roSI'<"<'1U5 ,·" n·f" I1.,· befi,r,' ."0" ;Iwi"n-Q! ~C' nt l I110 n ey. Dace o ffil'Sl IISC'; 'J.fI)7.

Eastman offers challenging cooperative education, summer
intern s hip, and career opportunities in che mical, mechanical,
e lectrical, and industria l e ngineering as well as accounting,
computer science, information syste ms, a nd chemistry

- An Equal Opportunity Employer -
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Method: PRS-OPEN
A.B. CHANCE COMPANY
Intervfew Date: 03/18, 03/19
210 North Allen
Centralia, MO 65240
Attn: Ms. Areta Mayes, Manager of Human Resources
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.500
Majors:
ELEC MECH MET
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797
Position Available: Application Engineer; Cast Metals Engineer
Position Location: Centralia, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 6 -12:00 noon
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall.
Tanscrlpt should be submitted with resumes - bring transcript to301 Norwood Hall.
ARCO CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Method: PRS-OPEN
1750 S. Brentwood Blvd
Intervfew Date: 03/20
St Louis, MO 63144
Attn: Mr. John Komlos, VP, Business Development
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CIVL
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297
Position Available: Project Manager
Position Location: st. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 6
http://www.arcol.com

SGL CARBON COROPORATIO
Method: PRS-OPEN
P.O. Box 229
Intervfew Date: 03/21
Hickman, KY 42050
Attn: Mr. Gerry Strohmeyer, Employee Relations Manager .
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
CHE ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:1296 0597
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Process Engineer
Position Location: Ozark, AR
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 6
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ST. LOUIS BRIDGE COMPANY
Method: PR5-0PEN
655 Landmark Drive
Intervfew Date: 03/28
Arnold, MO 63010
Attn: Ms. Janet M. Webb
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
CIVL
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Project Engineer
Position Location: st. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 10
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, March 27 - 7:00 p.m. - Meramec Room
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Method: PRS-OPEN
IBM
One IBM Plaza 12th Floor
Interview Date: 03/ 11
Chicago, IL 60611
Attn: Mr. Greg Porter, Program Manager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CMPS MGTS AMTH
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797 1297
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Programmers
Position Location: Various U.S. locations
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 4
Information available In 301 Norwood Hall.

KJWW ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS

Method: PRS-OPEN
Intervfew Date: 03/17

623 26th Ave
Rock Island, IL 61201-5290
Attn: Ms. Rosemary Dergo, Administrative Assistant
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Mechanical Engr; Electrical Engr.
Position Location: Rock Island, IL
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 6 - 12:00 noon

LDDS WORLDCOM-NETWORK
Method: PR5-0PEN
One WIlliams Center MD 27-3
Intervfew Date: 03/20
Tulsa, OK 74172
Attn: Ms. Victoria Wallace, Network Planning
Degree Level : B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ENG
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Information available In 301 Norwood Hall
Position Location: Tulsa, OK
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 6
www.wcom.com
McENERY AUTOMATION CORPoRATION
Method: PR5-0PEN
P.O. Box 220096
Intervfew Date: 03/20
St. Louis, MO 63127
Attn: Mr. Mike McEnery. President
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.400
Majors:
CHE CIVL
Grad Dates:0597 0797
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: System Deslgnel
Position Location: St. Louis County
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 10
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall

STRANGE & COLEMAN INC.
Method: PR5-0PEN
3314 Highway 162
Intervfew Date: 03/17
Granite City, IL . 62040
Attn: Mr. Mike Rother, VP ·of Sales & Labor Relations
Degree Level : B M Minimum GPA: 2.700
Majors:
CIVL EMAN MECH
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Position Available: Project/Cost Engr; Estimating Engr.
Position Location: Granite City, IL
Deadline' for submitting resumes: March 5 -12 :00 noon
U.S. STEEL CORPORATION
Method: Open
One North Broadway 91E
Intervfew Date: 03/20
Gary, IN 46402
Attn: Mr. Steven L. Golub, Sr. Human Resource Mgr.
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ELEC EMAN MECH MET
Grad Dates:0597 0797
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Management Associate (Trainee)
Position Location: Gary, IN
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 7 - 8:00 a.m.
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS, ETC.
CHANGE OF INTERVIEW DATE:
Guarantee Electrical Co. - Change Intervfew Date to March 17th
Tarmac Construction - Change Intervfew Date to March 24th
UPONOR ETI - Change Intervfew Date to March 21
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING:
Barry-Wehmiller - Thursday, March 6 - 8:00 p.m. 204 McNutt Hall
UPONOR EIT - Thursday, March 20 - 7:00 206 McNutt Hall
CANCELLATION:
Halliburton Energy Servfces - OK; North lX, AR; KS; MO Well Site Engineer
MagneTek - Summer Shedule Cancelled
.
Spectrum Healthcare Servfces - March 31ntervfews Cancelled
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Company: ABB Power T&D Co.
Date of Interview: 03/17
Majors: ELEC CHE MECH
US .only
Minimum GPA: 2.990
Sign-up released 2/24/97
DEADUNE 3/1/97 BAM
WQRK LQCATIQN: JEFFERSQN CiTY, MISSQURI
START 1ST C()'()P WQRK SESSIQN MAY/JUNE 1997 ,OR AUGUST 1997
1 HQUR INTERVIEWS : '

Company: Johnson Controls
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 03/19
Majors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA:- 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 2/25/97
Deadline 3/5/97 Bam
Worl< Location: St. Louis, Mlssourl
START 1ST C()'()P WQRK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997 THRQUGH DEC 1997
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS

Company: Argonne National Lab.
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview:
Majo,..: CHEM PHYS CMPS CER CHE CIVL ELEC M.ECH MET
Minimum GPA: 2.000
ARGQNNE NATIQNAL LABQRATQRY, ARGONNE, ILUNQIS (CHICAGO) IS INTERESTED IN
QUALIAED CANDIDATES WHQ WILL BE AVAILABLE IN THE FALL 1997 FQR A C()'()P WQRK
SESSIQN. PLEASE STQP BY THE C()'()P QFACE, 3030 NORWQQD AND PICK UP AN
APPLICATIQN. I WILL SEND IT ALONG WITH YQUR RESUME. ARGQNNE EMPLQYS MORE
THAN 100 C()'()P STUDENTS _EACH YEAR FRQM VARIOUS COLLEGES
(NQTE: NQT INTERVIEWING ON-{;AMPUS)

Company: Monsanto-{)arondelet Plant
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 03/21
Majors: CHE MECH
US Only
Minimum GPA: 3.150 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 2/28/97
DEADUNE 3/7/97 SAM
WQRK LQCATIQN: ST. LQUIS, MISSOURI
POSITIQN TITLE - PRQDUCTION ENGINEER
START 1ST C()'()P WQRK SESSIQN JUNE/DEC 1997

Company: Dorris Company
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 03/18
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 2/25/97
DEADUNE 3/5/97 SAM
WQRK LQCATIQN: ST. LQUIS, MISSQURI
START 1ST C()'()P WQRK SESSIQN AUGUST 1997 THRU DECEMBER 1997

Company: Sporlan Valve
Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS
Date of Interview: 03/04
Majors: MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 2/11/97
Deadline EXTENDED TQ MARCH 19, 1997 SAM
Worl< Location: Washington, Mlssourl
Start 1st co-op worl< session AUGUST 1997

Company: Hollister Incorporated
Sign-up Method: .open
Date of Interview: 03/07
Majors: MECH
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 2/25/97
Deadline 3/5/97
8am
Worl< location: K1r1<svllle, Missouri
Start 1st co-op worl< session August 1997
Prefer qandidates have autocad or have auto cad experlence and have computer experlence.
PREFER STUDENTS WHO WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR A SECQND C()'()P WQRK SESSIQN

ARCQ ALASKA, INC
700 G Street
Date of Interview:
Anchorage, AK 99501
Mr. Marl< EckMajors: PETR CHE MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Must be at least Junior standing.
Position Available: Summer Intem
Position Location: Anchorage, AK
Brlng a copy of your transcrlpt to the Interview.
BRIGGS & STRATIQN
Method: PRS-OPEN
3701 Hypolnt Blvd.
Date of Interview:
Rolla, MQ 65401
Ms. Marla Smith
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least SoPhomore standing.
Position Available: Summer Intem
Position Location: Rolla, MQ
Deadline for submitting resumes : March 5
CITY ,OF CRESTWQQD
Method: PRS-OPEN
Crestwood Gov Ct 1 Detjen Dr
Date of Interview:
Crestwood, MQ 63126
Attention: Englneerfng Aide
Majors: ENG
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Freshman standing.
Position Available: Summer Englneerfng Aide
Posltlon location: Crestwood, MQ
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 28

~

.D"",,~

____ _______________________________
~

CITY OF ST. CHARLES
200 North 2nd Street
Date of Interview:
St. Charles, MQ 63301
Attention: Personnel
Majors: CIVL
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Junior standing.'
Position Available: ~ummer Intem
Position Location: St. Charles; MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 12
U.S POSTAL SERVICE
Method: PRS-OPEN
1720 Marl<et St., Room 2062
St. Louis, MQ 63180-9010
Summer Intem Program
Majors: CMPS MGTS ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Freshman standing.
Position Available: 1997 Student Intem Program
Position Location: St. louis, MQ
Information on submitting resumes In 301 Norwood Hall.
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All organizat ional meeting times
and places are provided by tbe Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all cbanges to tbe aforementioned office.

seminar.
"Seismic Condition Assessment and
Retrofit of Bridges," by Genda Chen,
217CE
6:00 pm: AIChE Committe e on
Legislation , 109 CSF

All Day: · Student Council Student
Body President Election, ~I week

Economic Student
6:00 pm:
Professional Org., 107 Harris

10:30 am: Sl Pats Committee Singing
at the Puck, all week

6:30 pm: Intercollegiate Knights, 204
McNutt .

10:30 am: National Society of Black
Engineers Bake Sale, All week at the
Puck

7:00 pm:
McNutt

2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Women's
pratice at 4:00pm, Rec Center
4:30 pm: Student Council, WainutRm ,

UCW

2:00 pm: Band Concert,'Leach Theatre, . 12:00 pm:
Restuarant
Castleman
2:00 pm: Chinese Student Assn., 216
ME
4:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha, Walnut
Rm, UCW
7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 139

Alpha Phi Alpha, 204
8:30 pm: Omega Sigma, 204 McNutt

7:00 pm: Student Union Board
Performing Am, Mark Clavey plays
Irish music, UCE Cafeteria
7:00 pm: Gaming Association, 231
McNutt
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 139

11:30 am: University Orators Chapter
of Toastmasters International, Missouri
Rm, UCE
4:30 pm: Chemistry Seminar - "Making
Sense Out of Chaos, " by Eric
Bohannan, G-3 Schrenk

5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206
McNutt

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

6:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu, 103 EE

7:00 pm: Koinonia, Walnut Rm, UCW

5:30 pm: Spanish Club, 203 HSS

6:00 pm: Order of Omega, G-5 HSS

7 :00 pm: Intervars ity Christian
Fellowship, Sunrise Rm, UCE

7:30 pm: Leaders For the Twenty-first
Century Lecture Series, Mel George
speaking, Centennial Hall, UCE

6:00 pm:
McNutt

Spel~nkers

Club, 204

6:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallety, UCE
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME

7:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF
8:00 pm: Academic Competit ion
Organization, 314 CE
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 104 EMgt

7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110
Buehler
7:00 pm: Upsilon. Pi Epsilon, 209A
MCS
7:00 pm: Omega Chi Epsilon, G-3
.Schrenk

7:30 pm:
Harris '

Arnold Air Society, 201

7:00 pm: Christian Science, Sunrise
Rm,UCE
7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers, 204 McNutt

2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center
7:00 pm:
.McNutt

Show Me Anime, 204

8:00 pm: Academic Competit ion
organizat ion,314C E

Booster Club, B.arracks

benhardt@ umr.edu; Travis Burke,
tlburke@.umr.edu; or Seamus McGrath,
seamuS@urnr.edu. We appreciate any
help that can be offered. Thank you.

Commun ity College Summer
Scbool Registrati on
If you are going to be in Sl Louis or
and have
4:30 pm: StudentCounci1, WalnutRm, Kansas City for the summer
ahead
get
to
want
just
or
time
free
some
UCW
with some courses that you need. to
is
5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206 complete, the Admissions Office
Fair
College
y
Communit
a
sponsoring
McNutt
on Wednesday, March 26, 1997 so that
you may register for summer courses.
204
Club,
rs
Spelunke
6: 00 pm:
. College representatives will be in the
McNutt
Miner Lounge from 9:00ain to 2:00pm
and have alJ of the :lecessary material
UCE
Gallery,
Club,
Chess
6:00 pm:
for you to register. In addition, Julie
7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110 Parker and Jennie Bayless will be there
to assist you if you have questions
Buehler
regarding how the courses will transfer
back to UM-Rolla . If you have any
CE
117
IEEE,
pm:
7:00
que;tions, please feel free to cal (Jennie
7:00 pm: College Democrats, 216 at 341-4372 or email your question to
jennieb@shuttle.cc.umr.edu.
McNutt

2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Women's
practice at 4:00pm, Rec Center

7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt
7:30 pm: Bahai Club, Meram.ec Rm ,
UCE

al
tr
~x
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Interested in Diversity?!
The Committe e on Campus
·Environment· is currently looking for
students with at least three semesters
remaining that are actively involved in
student organizations who can put their
heart and soul into diversity issues. The
committe e is currently taking
applicatio ns for positions of peer
Diversity TECHS. The TECH position
entijJs becoming a certified diversity
trainer with lI)liniiig taking place over
May 27 through June 2. After the
training is completed, it is expected that
the trainers will then return to campus
the following semester and conduct
Diversity workshop s during the
Freshman Orientation week in August.
The workshop s will then continue
through the rest of-the school year by
presenting to different organizations.
. To apply for the position, compose a
300 word essay on why you're
interested in being a Diversity TECH
and why diversity needs to be
addressed on this campus. Turn in
applications to the MESP office, 107
Norwood HalJ, by March 1.0, 1997. For
more ·information, contact the MESP

Resident ial Hall Associat ion
Volleyball J\:faratbon
. year the Residenc e Hall
Every
125
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi,
2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center
Associati on sponsors a 24 hour
Schrenk
VolleybalJ Marathon. This is a charity
8:00 pm : Universit y Symphon y 5:00 pm: lFC, 216 McNutt
that is open to all on campus. All
event
7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk Orchestra - "A Night with Ludwig,"
proceeds will be donated to the
Castleman
Leach Theatre,
5:00 pm: Society of Women Engineers,
American Red Cross. Any organization
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
206 McNutt
that donates a minimum of$25 will have
212 McNutt
9:~0 pm : SUB Spring Films, Pulp
their name and logo printed on the TFiction , 104 ME
7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE
that are being sold. Around 100
shirts
7:30 pm: Bahai Club, Meramec Rm,
T-shirts are sold and worn by people
UCE
Schrenk
G-3
Pi,
7:00 pm: Tau Beta
in various organizations. This is a good office at 341-4182.
way to get your name seen on campus.
9:30 am: Alpha Phi Alpha District 7:00 pm: Assoc. of Engineeri ng This year the marathon will be held from Arnold Air Society Volleyba ll
Geologists , 211 McNutt
Meeting, 204 McNutt
noon on S'aturday, April 26 until noon Tournam ent
10:30 am : National Society of Black
Sunday, April 27 at the Quadrangle The Arnold Air Society, a service
on
7:00 pm: Film Festival-Microcosmos, .
Engineers Bake Sale, Puck
2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery. UCE
Residence Hall. ' There will be other organization within Air Force ROTC,
104 ME
activities for everyone to enjoy such as is planning on holding a volleyball
3:30 pm: Computer Science Seminar, 7:00 pm.: SUB spring Films, Resen:oir
a dunking booth, games, etc . . If you tourname nt to raise money for the
"Parallel Fast Multiple Algorithm for Dogs, 104 ME
9:00 pm: Arnold Air..Society, 208
to donate money to a worthy National" Forest Service, and you can
choose
Harris
Particle Simulatio ns," by Daniel
cause, please leave your donation and help.- Put together a four person co·ed
Okinbor, 209 MCS
8:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha. March
the na~e/logo th ~t you want to be . team and pick up an entry forn at n,
Down stepshow. C,-ntennial Hall, UCE 9:30 pm: Delta Omicron Lamda, 126
printed on the T-shirt in the RHA Quad, or the Multipurpose Center. Fill
Schrenk
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club. Rec Center
mailbox in UCW by Friday, March 14, it out and return it with a $10 per person
9:00 pm: SUB Spring Films. P ulp
1997. If you have any questions or entry fee by March 17 to any of the
9:30 pm : Juggling Club,Rec Center
Fiction, 104 ME
com ments, feel free to contact one of three aforementioned places, and you're
7:00 pm: SUB'Spring Film's,Reservoir
Dogs, 104 ME
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Wednesday, March 5, 1997

Missouri Miner

all set for some volleyball exciiement!
Each player will receive aT-shirt, and
there will be cash awarils for the top
winners and door prizes!' If you have
any questions, please contact Tim
Gasmire at tgasmire@umr.edu or
Deborah
Hummer
at
dhummel@wnr.edu·.

r Bernhardt
:avis Burke:

nus McGrath,

--

ppreciate any

Coffee Talks
The Multicultural Educational Support
Program invites faculty, staff and
students to a series of coffee talJi:s from
9-llam on Thursdays at the MESP
Office in Room '107 NorWood Hall.
Free coffee, homem ade pastries and
.good conversation are included. ,Qn the
third Thursday of every month, MESP
will h ave a guest .h ost to lea d
discussions. The line, up of guest hosts
includes: Preview of "South Pacific"
with John Woodfin, Mareh 20; "Voices
of Ins,Piration" sings songs from CD
entitled "Missouri State Wide Gospel
Choir" ; and Stress Reliever with Ann
Wilks, May IS . .,

Thank you.
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iVe questions

Freshman Orientation needs your

es will transfer

help
"
Volunteers are needed to assis t with the
Freshman Orientation weekends. ·.You
can make a difference by informing
pros pective s tudent s of why UMR
should be their frrst chojce, have fun
and take a break from your normal
routine. Freshman Orientation dates
are: March 7. March 31. April 2S, June
11. and June 13, 1997. For :more
information, contact OSAC at 341-4211
or pfrisbee@umr.edu, or stop by the
Center for Personal and Professional
Development, 204 Norwood Hall.
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Americorps Education.Awards

Program

The William M. Reiss Foundation
Scholarship Fund
Scholarship recipients are limited to
Graduates of publicly supported High
schools located_withing the city limits
ofBelleville,lllinois. Students working
toward a degree in medicine, but not
nur si ng, are exc lud ed.
Post
B accalaureate s tudent s w ill not be
consid.ered. Applications available in
,the Student Financial Aid Office, G- I
Parker Hall. Application must be sent
by: May 1, 1997.
.
1997-98
Desk a nd
Derrick
Educational Trust
'The Associafion of Desk and Derrick
Clubs sponsors a scholarship program
through th-e D 'e sk a:nd Derrick
Educational Trust fo; st~dent -citizens
of the United States oreanada who have
' completed two years of undergraduate
studies with a minimum of 3.0 grade
point average (computed on a4.0 scale).
Applicants must be pursuing ' a degree
in a major field of study related to the
petroleum- industry with, the objective
01' ob'taining' full-time employment in
the petroleum , 'energy and allied
industries and' have need of financial
assistance. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall. Application deadline must
be received by: April 1, 1997.

'

Scholarsbips for Graduate Students
The US Army ROTC Department is
now offering a limited number of twoyear graduate school scholarships.
These scholarships are 'available to
students who will be pursuing their
graduate de81'ees starting fall se.m ester
1997. All disciplines may apply. There
are many benefits to'thisprogram. You
get up to $12,800 per year towards
tuition, $450 per year towards the
purchase of textbooks,,$ISO per month
for other expenses , and the
opportunity to become a commissioned
officer at the time of completion on
active duty or part time in the National
Guard or Reserves. To be eligibile. you
must be a U.S. citizen, have a cumulative
GPA of 2.S or higher, complete
undergraduate degree prior to fall
semester, be physically and medically
qualified, be under ~7 years of age on
June 30 of the year of commissioning,
and maintain a full time student status.
Deadline to apply is March 21, 1997,
See Major Greg Allison in 306 Harris
Han (341-4744) for details.

,fum to eatnpus

II

Financial
Aid
Inforination

The AmeriCorps Education Awards
Program offers members the standard
AmeriCotps education stipend of over
$4,700 for OI;e year of community
service, but unlike AmeriCorps USA,
it does not provide a liying allowance
or other benefits. For information on
this program contact the Student
Financial ~d Office, G-I Parker Hall.

Scott-St. Louis Ar.ea Chapter,
Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Associatioll
The Scott-St. Louis Ch!'pter of the
Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Association plans to award
two $2500 and five $1090 scholarshipsto local srudents majoring in engineering,
scientific, computer' science, or
teleconimunications
programs.
Scholarships are to be awarded in May
for use in the Fall and Spring semester,
1997 -98. To qualify, you ,must be
entering college as a freshman ,
sophomore, junior, or senior during the
1997~98 school year;-be a full-time
student (as defined by the school's
admissions office); attend a 2 or 4 year
accredited institution; and express an
intention to pursue or complete a degree
in engineering, scientific areas, computer
science or telecommunications. You do
not have to be a member of AFCEA.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
Application must be returned by: April
'11,1997.
Trans World Airlines, Inc_ Scholarship
ELlGlBll.ITY:
• Student must currently be residents

of the State of Missouri as defmed by
the rules of the Board of Curators.
• Graduate and undergraduate
applicants must be currently enrolled
or accepted for admission,to an academic
program at the University of Missouri
in environmental engineering or
environmental science. Graduate
students are eligible at any level;
undergraduate students must have
completed 60 hours of college course
work, not necessarily at the U njversity
of Missouri.
• Law students who intend to pursue a
career in the area of natural resources or
environmental law are eligible.

growth, character, leadership C1IPacity,
and career interest from three ev~luators
is required: at least on should ~ from a
faculty member. The staternents of
appraisal must be returned directly to
MCIB
by
each
ev~luator.
Recommendations sent to M~IB by
the applicant will not be accepted.
(b) Applicants must ensllre that
MCIB has received these appraisals
before
application
deadline.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be received by: April
30,1997.

• Prior TWA ScholarShip recipients are
eligible to reapply.
• Applicants will be evaluated on the
basis of grade point average, GRE
scores (where available), research, and
other re levant experience. Appl ications
availabie in the Student Financial Aid
Office, G-I Parker Hall. Application
de_adline is Mar ch 14,1997.

M issouri Council of the Blind
Any legally blind person enrolled in or
under consideration for admission to
post secondary training programs, who
are Missouri resi(lents , and have
submitted a completed application and
all required supporting materials, are
eligible to be ronsidered for a MCB
scholarship. The definition of legal
blindness is as follows: Visual acuity of
20(200 or less in the better corrected
eye o~ a visual field of 20, degrees or
less in the better corrected eye. To be
eligible you must be legally blind in
BOTH eyes. Applications available in
the Student Financi~1 Aid Offic~, G-I

The Midwest Concrete Industry
Board,lnc.
The Mid-West Concrete Indu s tr y
BO'ard has established a perpetual fund
' known as ' the Mid-Wes t Concrete
Industry Board Education Fund. This
Fund is an endowment fund that will
-provide finan.c ial assistance to college
engineering st udent s purs uing a
Bachelor of Science or higher degree that
includes' concrete and concrete design
courses as an integral part of their degree
program.
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS :
• The applicant's permanent residence
as indicated on college records or the
high school or record must be within
the states of Kan~as or Missouri and
either (a) within a 150-mile radius from
a point on the KansasIMissouri stale
. line at highway 1-35; or (b) within a 25
mile radius of the main U.S. Post Office
at the mailing address of a current MCm
member.
• Applicant must be pursuing a
Bachelor of Science or higher degree that
includes concrete and concrete design
courses as an integral part of tlieir degree
program at an accredited college or
university.
• Applicant must be enrolled in or have
completed concrete or concrete design
courses.
• Applicant must not be a son,
daughter, grandson, granddaughter,
niece, or nephew or an Advisory
Committee member.
• Part-time student applicants will be
limited to junior class status or above.
The scholarship award to part-time
students will be commensurate with the
costs.
• The application must be typewritten.
Responses to questions on the
application must be answered on the
form, with the exception of the essay
questions, which may be typed on a
separate sheet and attached to the
application. The application must be
accompanied by a college transcript.
• (a) A statement appraisal of the
applicant in terms of potential for

........______..___________________________________

.nz

Par!>"r Hall. Applications must be
,received by: May 1, 1997,
NAWIC The Greater Kansas City,
MO Scholarship Foundation
NAWIC seeks scholarship candidates
with a similar commitment to their
career in construction, If you are
currently enrolled, full-time student
with a minimum of one y.ear r~maining
in a course of study leading to a degree
or an Associate Degree in constructionrelated degree program and a career in
construction. , Applications available in
the Student'Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall. A~plication must be
poSbnarked no later than: March 31,
1997.
The John Gyles Education Fund
The John GylO$ Education Fund is a
private,
benevolent
endeavor
established 'seven years ago with the
help of a Cil!la~American benefactor.
Each year financial assistance is
available to s~dents in both Can~da and
the United States. Full Canadian or
American citizenship is a requirement.
Awards are available to both male and
female students for all areas of postsecondary study. A minimum GPA of
2.7 is ~equired. Criteria other than
strictly academic ability and financial
need are considered in the selection
process. Selected students will receive
up to $3,000.00. Filing dates formailing
applications in 1997 are April 1st, June
15th, and NO"ember 15th. To receive
an application please send only a
stamped···(US 32 ), self-addressed,
standard lette~ size (No. 10) envelope
to the following address:
The John Gyles Education Fund
Attention: R. James Cougle
P. O. Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive
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Fredericton, New Brunswick
Canada E3B 5G4
···We use international mail services,
therefore U.S. postage is acceptable.
The Greater Kansas City Hispanic
Scholarship Fund 1997
The purpose of the Hispanic
Scholarship Fund is to provide
approximately $60,000 in scholarships
each year to both entering or continuing
college students of Hispanic descent.
The Fund was developed by loca l
Kansas City Hispanic agencies which
have secured cash gifts and " in-kind"
matching grants from the private sector,
area co lleges and uni versities, and
Hispanic interests to insure its
perpetuation. Applications available
in the Student Financial Aid Office, GI Parker Hall. Application must ' be
received by: March 7, 1997.
Rolla Lions Club Vance Scholarship
Fund
Students must be a graduate from
Newburg, SI. James, or Rolla High
schools . Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall. Application deadline must
be returned no later then: April 7, 1997.
NAWIC National Associ;tion of
Women in Construction St. Louis
Chapter' 38
The SI. Louis Missouri Chapter of the
National A ssociation of Women in
Construction is accepting applications
for our ANNUAL Scholarship awards.
Students must be enrolled in a
curriculum leading to a career in a
construction-related fielei Applicants
are selected based upon fmancial need,
grade point average and commibnent to
their field of study. NAWIC members
and their families are not eligible. Equal
consideration will be given to all
applicants. Applicants available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall. Application must be
submitted by: March 31, 1997.
American Electroplaters and Surface Finishers Society
Each year the American Electroplaters
and Surface Finishers Society offers
scholarships to upper class undergraduate and graduate students who are interested in the surface finishing field.
Criteria:
• Undergraduate students must be
studying in metallurgy, metallwgical en-

gineering, materials ·science or engineering' chemistry, chemical engineering, or
environmental engineering.
• Selection factors include achievement,
scholarship potential, motivation and
interesf in the fmishing technologies.
• Must be a full-time student during
the academic year the scholarship is received.
• Financial nud is not a factor.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
Application and all requested documents must be posbnarked by April
15,1997.

. Retro clothing.
Early '80s music.
Used term"papers.
Don't you ever
buy "anything new?
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